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EWITS Research Reports:
Background and Purpose
This report is the twenty fourth in a series of reports prepared from the Eastern
Washington Intermodal Transportation Study (EWITS). The reports prepared as a part
of this study provide information to help shape the multimodal network necessary for the
efficient movement of both freight and people into the next century.
EWITS is a six-year study funded jointly by the Federal government and the
Washington State Department of Transportation as a part of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. Dr. Ken Casavant of Washington State
University is Director of the study. A state-level Steering Committee provides overall
direction pertaining to the design and implementation of the project. The Steering
Committee includes Jerry Lenzi, Regional Administrator (WSDOT, Eastern Region);
Leonard Pittman (WSDOT, South Central Region); Don Senn (WSDOT, North Central
Region); Charles Howard (WSDOT, Planning Manager); and Jay Weber (County Road
Administration Board). Tom Green represents the Washington State Transportation
Commission on the Steering Committee. An Advisory Committee with representation
from a broad range of transportation interest groups also provides guidance to the
study. The following are key goals and objectives for the Eastern Washington
Intermodal Transportation Study:
Facilitate existing regional and state-wide transportation planning efforts.
Forecast future freight and passenger transportation service needs for eastern
Washington.
Identify gaps in eastern Washington’s current transportation infrastructure.
Pinpoint transportation system improvement options critical to economic
competitiveness and mobility within eastern Washington.
For additional information about the Eastern Washington Intermodal Transportation
Study or this report, please contact Ken Casavant at the following address:
Ken Casavant, Project Director
Department of Agricultural Economics
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-6210
(509) 335-1608

DISCLAIMER
The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors who are responsible for the
facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily
reflect the official views nor policies of the Washington State Department of
Transportation or the Federal Highway Administration. This report does not constitute a
standard, specification, or regulation.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
A host of policy debates involving transportation infrastructure, production agriculture,
environmentalism, business and trade, and economic welfare is currently underway in
the Pacific Northwest. Several of these debates are focused on eastern Washington
where the predominant land use is intense wheat and barley production. In 1996, 2.7
million and 440,000 acres of Washington crop land was devoted to wheat and barley
production, respectively, with eastern Washington representing over 90% of this
acreage. Nationally, Washington ranks third in volume of wheat production and fifth in
volume of barley production (Washington Agricultural Statistics Service, 1997).
In addition to a heavy concentration of land allocated to production activities, significant
economic activity and transportation demands are generated from the production,
harvesting, and marketing of large grain volumes. Eastern Washington wheat and
barley is harvested in July-August and shipped to elevators or river ports via truck.
Wheat shipments from elevators are either trucked to river ports for barge shipment to
Portland (61%), shipped via rail directly to Portland (23%), or trucked to another
elevator for rail transport to Portland (13%) (Newkirk, Eriksen, and Casavant, 1995).
Changes or adjustments from policies or business shifts will, therefore, alter grain
production, harvesting, transportation, and marketing, and ultimately impact individuals
and communities in different ways. Grain producers, consumers, taxpayers, state and
local transportation officials, and truck, rail, and barge companies will likely be affected
when policies alter grain production and marketing. Rail line abandonment, rail car
shortages for grain shipments, and environmental concerns are just a few issues likely
to cause eastern Washington grain marketing changes in the near future.
Following the passage of the Staggers Act in 1980, price flexibility, fewer restrictions on
rail line abandonment, and rail mergers and consolidations have affected grain
transportation. Rail companies have concentrated on high volume, long distance hauls,
and continue to sell-off or abandon low-density rail lines that are unprofitable for the
large railroads. In Washington, 1,918 miles of the 5,340 miles of total rail track were
abandoned between 1970 and 1997 (WSDOT Rail Office, 1998). Without rail service,
many grain shippers must find alternative (truck-barge), and often more costly transport
service to market. Similarly, seasonal grain rail car shortages force wheat and barley to
be transported via truck, creating highway degradation problems for state transportation
officials who must maintain adequate highway pavement conditions with limited financial
resources.
Environmental choices also impact grain flows, as illustrated by the long evolution of
attempts to save certain species of salmon from extinction in the Pacific Northwest,
including the currently proposed drawdown of the lower Snake River. As early as 1952,
during the time when the U.S. Corp of Engineers had been authorized to construct
dams on the lower Snake River to bring river navigation to Lewiston, Idaho,
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hydroelectricity to the Pacific Northwest, and irrigation to agriculture, biologists
estimated that the construction of each dam on the Columbia and Snake Rivers would
kill 15% of juvenile salmon smolts en route to the Pacific Ocean.
Prompted by environmental interests and Native American lobbying efforts, a
substantial amount of effort and money has been spent on a multitude of approaches
aimed at improving dwindling salmon numbers. During the construction of the four
Snake River dams, $50 million was spent on fish-passage systems to help returning
salmon negotiate each dam and an additional $220 million was spent on the Lower
Snake Compensation Plan, aimed at restoring natural fish and wildlife habitat. Millions
more have been spent on devices to help juvenile smolts bypass the dams, including
the Army Corps of Engineer’s Juvenile Fish Transportation Programs where young
salmon smolts are barged past Snake and Columbia River dams. In 1992, the
Bonneville Power Administration announced that $3 billion would be spent over the next
10 years to assist the preservation and recovery of anadromous fish (Peterson, 1995).
In 1992, the Corps of Engineers experimented with a two-month “river drawdown”
behind the Lower Granite Dam, where the water level was lowered to a level near the
river’s natural level. The drawdown was to increase river flow and reduce barriers for
juvenile salmon heading down stream and migrating salmon returning to spawn, in an
effort to potentially increase salmon numbers. This fish recovery strategy was
immediately questioned by port districts along the Snake River, agricultural interests
who relied on river transportation, chambers of commerce from cities and towns whose
economies are dependent on river recreation and navigation, and other businesses who
depend on river navigation.
Problem Statement
The need for timely information regarding impacts to different constituents necessitated
the development of a policy tool, which could be applied to the many policy debates in
the region. If individual citizens and decision makers are to make informed decisions
about transportation infrastructure investments, environmental and production
agriculture trade-offs, and other regional issues, then having access to accurate,
relevant, and timely information is paramount.
This study works toward that end by constructing a tool that provides information
regarding grain producer and transportation infrastructure impacts, for the
aforementioned and other policy debates. The tool is a transportation optimization
model for commodity flows and blends a Geographical Information System (GIS) with a
Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) optimization package for allocating
grain shipments to specific highway segments, in addition to rail and barge facilities.
Grain truck traffic for individual road and highway segments is estimated for different
policy scenarios and is used to predict pavement impacts and financial recovery needs
for each highway segment and corresponding traffic volume. The model is applied to
the Snake River drawdown debate mentioned above, including different scenarios
representative of competitive interactions between rail and barge interests.
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Research Objectives
The overall goal of this study is to develop and apply an empirical method and tool for
examining the consequences of different policies impacting the transportation
infrastructure in eastern Washington. Specific objectives are:
•

Develop a transportation optimization model for accurately modeling commodity
movements on eastern Washington highways, railroads, and river system.

•

Link the transportation optimization model with pavement damage models to
predict accelerated pavement degradation, highway infrastructure impacts, and
financial recovery needs.

•

Estimate shipper transportation costs for different policy scenarios, incorporating
pricing interactions from rail and barge companies competing in the region.

•

Spatially identify the infrastructure network supporting grain truck shipments
under different policy scenarios on eastern Washington roads and highways.

The GIS/GAMS Model
A transportation optimization model was developed, combining the spatial accuracy of
GIS with the modeling flexibility of GAMS, for modeling commodity movements on
eastern Washington highways, railroads, and river systems under several alternative
policy scenarios. In addition to detailing changes in grain shipper transportation costs
and modal choice, the transportation model also included estimation of highway
infrastructure impacts from pavement deterioration and financial recovery needs with
each scenario. The truck grain flows are geographically illustrated, detailing specific
highway usage with each changing scenario.
GIS highway coverages were obtained from the Washington State Department of
Transportation and the Bureau of Census, in addition to grain production estimates from
the Agricultural Soil and Conservation Service. Grain elevator information originated
from a 1994 eastern Washington elevator survey, detailing specific modal usage,
storage and handling rates, seasonality of shipments, and destination of outbound grain
flows.
Highway Impacts
A comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify highway longevity and
resurfacing cost coefficients. The Present Serviceability Rating1 (PSR) for pavements
decreases at a decreasing rate with additional axle loads over time, illustrating the
1

Washington State Department of Transportation uses Pavement Structural Condition (PSC), which rates
pavement condition along a 0-100 scale, as opposed to the 0-5 scale of Present Serviceability Rating
(PSR). Both scales are related and derivatives of the AASHTO method.
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exponential relationship between truck traffic and pavement deterioration. In addition,
both short- and long-run marginal cost concepts, as related to highway infrastructure
impacts, were described and an in-depth description of Washington State Department
of Transportation’s highway performance modeling system (PMS) model provided. The
short-run marginal cost of truck traffic was identified as the change in PSR resulting
from additional axle passes, whereas the long-run marginal cost was represented by the
change in pavement thickness required to support additional axle loadings. A review of
previous highway impact studies defined the range of damage coefficients from different
studies and provided a larger perspective of how the average ton-mile coefficients of
$.002 for interstate highways, $.01 for other state highways, and $.04 for county roads
utilized in this study correspond with other highway impact analyses.
The Scenarios
The transportation model and highway impact estimation procedures are applied to the
Snake River drawdown issue. Geographical depiction of truck grain flows on eastern
Washington highways is combined with detailed tabular results concerning volume,
shipper costs, ton-miles, total miles, highway infrastructure financial needs, and average
distance of grain shipments by origin-destination pair and highway classification. The
two predominate commodities produced in the region are wheat and barley. Highway
impacts due to both commodities are examined in this study. The model allocates grain
shipments for one year’s production (1994) and abstracts from any storage or
seasonality.
For each commodity, nine different scenarios are considered
encompassing a fairly complete range of potential responses by rail and barge
companies as they strategically interact via transport pricing and quantity avenues in a
post-drawdown environment. A brief description of each scenario is provided below.
Scenario 1. This scenario portrays optimized grain shipments with all
modes available to shippers as they normally (currently) exist. It
represents a close approximation of how grain actually flows from
production areas to final markets with a global cost minimization decision
rule. Throughout the analysis, this scenario is referred to as the “Initial” or
“Base” scenario to which all other scenarios are compared.
Scenario 2. This scenario represents grain flows when barge transport
on the Snake River between the Tri-Cities, Washington and Lewiston,
Idaho is eliminated. Grain shipments to Portland, Oregon may still choose
truck-barge as an option but only to river ports at or below the Tri-Cities.
This scenario places no quantity constraints on the volume of rail
shipments and no price response from rail or barge companies. The
remaining scenarios (3 through 9) represent different responses to the
post-drawdown environment.
Scenario 3. In reality, Scenario 2 proposes a very simplistic view by not
limiting the amount of grain volume, which can be absorbed by rail in a
post-drawdown world. Current railcar shortages during harvest season
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already limit the grain volume for rail transport. Hence, Scenario 3 tests
the effect of a constraint on the amount of grain, which can be shipped, on
rail from elevators with rail loading capabilities. The constraint is equal to
110% of the historical rail volume for each elevator, allowing a 10%
quantity response by rail companies in the post-drawdown
environment.
Scenario 4. Without barge access above the Tri-Cities, it is likely that rail
companies will respond to the reduced modal competition by raising
shipping rates. Thus, this scenario assumes that rail capacity is
constrained to 110% of historical volume (as in Scenario 3) and rail
shipping rates increase 10%, reflecting any monopoly pricing power by
rail companies as a result of a river drawdown.
Scenario 5. Rail companies may also increase rail rates due to needed
capital investments (equipment, rail cars, etc.) required to handle the
additional rail volume of grain shipments after a river drawdown. Without
competitive forces from alternative modes, these investment costs will
likely be passed on to the grain shippers through higher prices. This
scenario assumes rail capacity is constrained to 110% of historical
volume and rail rates increase 20%.
Scenario 6. With barge shipments restrained to below the Tri-Cities,
barge companies will also be faced with a pricing decision. Having
reduced grain volume, as rail now competes for a larger share of the grain
volume, barge companies may be forced to increase rates in the short-run
to cover fixed costs. This scenario, therefore, assumes that rail capacity
is still constrained to 110% of historical volume, rail rates have not
changed, and barge-shipping rates increased 10%.
Scenario 7. Barge companies will not only be impacted from less grain
volume available for down river shipments, but also from less petroleum,
fertilizer, and bulk commodities available for upriver shipments without
access to fertilizer and petroleum ports above the Tri-Cities. This may
cause barge rates to increase further. This scenario assumes that rail is
constrained to 110% of historical volume, rail rates have not
changed, and barge-shipping rates increased 20%.
Scenario 8. It is probable that some combination of Scenarios 3 through
7 will occur simultaneously. Hence, this scenario assumes that rail
volume is constrained to 110% of historical volume and both rail and
barge rates increased 10%.
Scenario 9. This scenario reflects the situation for grain shippers where
rail grain shipments are constrained to 110% of historical volume
and both rail and barge shipping rates increased 20%.
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Wheat
When river ports above the Tri-Cities are accessible and wheat is free to move in a least
cost manner, wheat shippers take advantage of barge transport (80%), via truck-barge
directly from townships or through elevators. Truck flows on eastern Washington highways
collect on primary corridors accessing river ports along the Columbia/Snake River, with
state highways (72%) and county roads (23%) supporting the majority of ton-miles from
wheat truck traffic. SR 194, SR 127, SR 261, SR 263, and SR 395 carry the majority of
grain truck traffic accessing river ports on the Snake River at or above the Tri-Cities and
total infrastructure needs (financial investment required to maintain pavement condition and
support truck movements) equals $6,381,042 for wheat and $652,898 for barley shipments.
Total transportation costs for all wheat shipments are $65,901,175 (49.61 cents/bushel).
However, if the Snake River drawdown is effectuated and no barge transport is allowed
above the Tri-Cities, a large number of wheat shippers substitute rail for truck-barge,
resulting in a decrease in barge shipments and an increase in rail volume. Highway
infrastructure needs decrease a little for wheat shipments from $6,381,042 to $6,379,499
since truck shipments to rail facilities (assuming adequate rail car supply) are closer than
previous truck shipments to river ports and due to a shift in ton-miles from lower design
county roads to structurally stronger state highways. Different highways, now supporting
heavy truck traffic accessing river ports at or below the Tri-Cities, include SR 17, SR 395,
SR 26, SR 260, SR 12, and I 82. Transportation costs would increase due to the
drawdown, but only about 1 cent/bushel overall, although some shippers would experience
cost increases of 4 and 5 cents/bushel. The reason transportation costs did not increase
more was due to the assumption that rail companies would completely absorb all quantity
increases without changing rates. Since current rail rates were established in a modal
competitive environment with the presence of barge navigation, there was not a large
difference between the rail rate and the truck-barge rate.
Adding a constraint on the amount of wheat volume that rail companies would be able to
ship would cause grain shippers to utilize truck-barge, creating an increase in both highway
flows (105,542 tons) and ton-miles (615,678,253 ton-miles). This results in greater truck
use of eastern Washington highways, generating increased highway infrastructure
investment needs, based on the damage function coefficients developed for this study. The
increased truck hauls (longer distances) caused transportation costs to increase to
$71,418,086 (53.76 cents/bushel). However, without barge access above the Tri-Cities, rail
companies would likely realize their monopoly position and increase rail rates.
Increasing rail rates would cause some wheat shippers to substitute away from rail and
toward truck-barge. However, this substitution did not happen universally, but rather
depended upon the location of grain shippers relative to the Tri-Cities. Those wheat
shippers which are located a short distance from the Tri-Cities were the first to switch from
rail to truck-barge as rail prices increased. Both a 10% and 20% rail rate increase would
cause highway flows and ton-miles to continue increasing, due to the increasing use of
truck-barge for wheat. Highway pavement deterioration also increases, creating $8,510,970
and $8,512,506 for highway infrastructure recovery with the 10% and 20% rail rate
increases, respectively. Shipper transportation costs would also increase with rail rate
increases, for both the 10% and 20% rate hikes.
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When barge rates are increased, wheat shippers alternatively substitute rail for barge
transport, resulting in less ton-miles and infrastructure investments needs.
Total
transportation costs increase by larger margins than with the 10% and 20% rail rate
increase, mostly due to the larger volume of wheat, which is shipped via barge.
When shippers are faced with price increases in both rail and barge, barge transport
normally becomes the relative least cost choice, thus causing wheat volume to shift from rail
to barge. This causes truck traffic to increase, creating heavier highway flows, ton-miles
and larger financial recovery needs due to pavement deterioration. Shippers also
experience the largest transportation costs, reaching as high as $77,075,055 (58.02
cents/bushel).

Barley
For the most part, barley follows the same pattern as wheat in each of the scenarios, only
with different magnitudes and lower volumes. When all river ports are accessible and
barley shippers can ship grain in the least cost manner, most choose either truck-barge to
Portland (62%) or truck directly to feedlots from townships (37%). Very few shippers utilize
rail in the initial scenario or choose to ship barley through an elevator. Average highway
flows are much less than wheat flows at 11,188 tons and infrastructure recovery needs
equal $652,898. Transportation costs reach $4,733,498 (28.31 cents/ bushel), much less
than the 49.61 cents/bushel for wheat, largely due to the different weight per bushel
characteristics of the two commodities. There are 60 pounds per bushel of wheat and 48
pounds per bushel for barley.
When barge access above the Tri-Cities is eliminated, some barley shippers substitute rail
for barge, but the majority still choose truck-barge to Portland through the Tri-Cities or direct
shipments to feedlots. Average highway flows and ton-miles increase, due to the longer
distance hauls to the Tri-Cities. Highway infrastructure investment needs increase
substantially, as does transportation costs (35.14 cents/bushel), an increase of 6.8
cents/bushel.
Placing a constraint on the volume, which can be shipped via rail, has very little impact on
barley shippers since they utilize so little rail regardless. However, less barley is shipped
via rail and average highway flows and ton-miles increase slightly due to an increase in total
truck traffic. Highway infrastructure needs also increase as total transportation costs
increase marginally.
Increasing rail rates also has little impact on barley shippers. When rail rates increase 10%,
truck-barge shipments increase and rail shipments decline reflecting the substitution from a
price increase. This causes highway truck flows and ton-miles to increase, generating
greater impacts on roads and highways. Total transportation costs also increase for barley
shippers, but only slightly. The 20% rail increase has no impact on the barley shippers’
transportation decision.
Unlike the rail rate increases, barge rate increases cause shippers to alter their grain
marketing decisions. Less barley is shipped via truck-barge, opting for rail instead.
Highway truck flows and ton-miles decrease as fewer trucks make the long drive to the TriCities, and pavement recovery financial needs are less. Transportation costs increase
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rather substantially ($1,396,469 from Scenario 1), as expected given the large volume
which is still shipped truck-barge.
When both rail and barge rates increase, barley shippers find truck-barge to be the least
cost shipping option and respond by increasing truck-barge volumes. This creates
increased highway truck flows and ton-miles, which result in greater impacts to roads and
highways.
Transportation costs for barley shipments reach $6,137,264 (36.71
cents/bushel) when both rail and barge rates increase 20%, up from $4,733,498 in Scenario
1 and $5,874,046 in Scenario 2.

Summary
The results from this study compare current conditions with no river navigation above the
Tri-Cities at any time during the year. Grain farmers and shippers will certainly be adversely
affected by a river drawdown, with transportation costs increasing on average 1 cent/bushel
for wheat and 6.8-cents/ bushel for barley shipments when no constraints on the volume of
rail shipments exist. However, this is an unlikely scenario. When rail capacity is
constrained to 110% of historical volume, average transportation costs increase 4.2
cents/bushel and 6.8 cents/bushel for wheat and barley respectively. Some shippers
experience little or no change in transportation costs and some shippers experience up to 7
cents/bushel increases for wheat and 13 cents/bushel for barley. For a summary of
average highway flows, ton-miles, infrastructural maintenance costs, and total
transportation costs for wheat and barley transportation under all the scenarios, see Tables
A and B.
Without constraints on rail capacity, shippers, which rely on barge transportation before and
after a river drawdown, experience the largest transportation cost increases. When rail
constraints exist, shippers, which ship to elevators and must then truck to river ports at or
below the Tri-Cities due to rail capacity constraints, experience large cost increases. These
results illustrate the importance of rail, especially during a river drawdown, and the value of
maintaining or increasing rail capacity. Cooperative investment agreements between grain
producers, rail companies, and state transportation officials may have long-term benefits for
shippers and short line railroads, especially during river drawdown.
Department of transportation officials and tax payers concerned with highway investment
expenditures, will prefer the base scenario with the lowest infrastructure investment needs.
Assuming a drawdown, state and county officials will see an increase in state highway
reconstruction needs and should favor proposals increasing rail capacity in the region, given
the difference in infrastructure investment needs when rail is unconstrained and
constrained. In short, grain shippers, barge companies, and rail companies will adjust to
changing market conditions in the absence of river navigation above the Tri-Cities.
Transportation and infrastructure impacts do occur, and will be substantial for some
shippers and highways.
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Table A--Wheat Summary - Average Highway Flows, Ton-miles, Infrastructure Need, Transportation Costs
Average
Highway Flows
(tons)

Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

Total Trans.
Rate Costs
($) (cents/bushel)

1 - Initial Case

57,026

383,528,227

6,381,042

2 - Drawdown, Rail Unconstrained

77,324

442,849,328

6,379,499

3 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical

105,542

615,678,253

8,505,204

4 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Rail Rate Increase
5 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Rail Rate Increase
6 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge Rate Increase
7 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge Rate Increase
8 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge and Rail Rate Increase
9 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge and Rail Rate Increase

105,614

615,854,761

8,510,970

105,639

615,981,374

8,512,506

105,652

615,749,653

8,499,946

105,596

615,668,144

8,498,435

105,665

615,916,571

8,510,869

105,691

615,933,009

8,511,180

65,901,175
(49.61)
67,205,883
(50.59
71,418,086
(53.76)
72,331,887
(54.45)
73,244,613
(55.14)
73,330,501
(55.20)
75,242,956
(56.64)
74,246,808
(55.89)
77,075,055
(58.02)

Scenario
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Table B--Barley Summary - Average Highway Flows, Ton-miles, Infrastructure Need, Transportation Costs
Average
Highway Flows
(tons)

Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

Total Trans.
Rate Costs
($) (cents/bushel)

1 - Initial Case

11,188

52,104,727

652,898

2 - Drawdown, Rail Unconstrained

25,892

108,105,671

1,143,954

3 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical

25,876

108,102,322

1,143,855

4 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Rail Rate Increase
5 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Rail Rate Increase
6 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge Rate Increase
7 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge Rate Increase
8 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge and Rail Rate Increase
9 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge and Rail Rate Increase

26,055

108,144,795

1,144,328

26,055

108,144,795

1,144,328

25,309

106,855,644

1,131,311

24,993

105,546,126

1,121,279

25,762

107,899,275

1,139,884

25,762

107,899,275

1,139,884

4,733,498
(28.31)
5,874,046
(35.14)
5,874,351
(35.14)
5,874,787
(35.14)
5,874,952
(35.14)
5,999,689
(35.89)
6,129,967
(36.67)
6,001,603
(35.90)
6,137,264
(36.71)

Scenario
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Introduction
Background Issues and Study Development
A host of policy debates involving transportation infrastructure, production agriculture,
environmentalism, business and trade, and economic welfare is currently underway in
the Pacific Northwest. Several of these debates are focused on eastern Washington
where the predominant land use is intense wheat and barley production. In 1996, 2.7
million and 440,000 acres of Washington crop land was devoted to wheat and barley
production, respectively, with eastern Washington representing over 90% of this
acreage. Over 180 million bushels of wheat and 27 million bushels of barley were
harvested in Washington in 1996 with wheat ranking third in the state for value of
production at $739 million. Nationally, Washington ranks 3rd in volume of wheat
production and 5th in volume of barley production (Washington Agricultural Statistics
Service, 1997).
In addition to a heavy concentration of land allocated to production activities, significant
economic activity and transportation demands are generated from the production,
harvesting, and marketing of large grain volumes. Eastern Washington wheat and
barley is harvested in July-August and shipped to elevators or river ports via truck,
utilizing the state and county highway system. Wheat shipments from elevators are
either trucked to river ports for barge shipment to Portland (61%), shipped via rail
directly to Portland (23%), or trucked to another elevator for rail transport to Portland
(13%) (Newkirk, Eriksen, and Casavant, 1995). This multimodal transportation
infrastructure creates competitive modal rates and alternative shipping options for grain
shippers who rely heavily on truck, rail, and barge to reach final demand markets.
Eastern Washington wheat production and supply also generate substantial economic
benefits to the region’s economy. A recent input-output study empirically estimated that
the wheat production and supply system generates over $1 billion, annually, in total
economic impacts to eastern Washington’s economy, which represents approximately
2.5% of the regional Gross Domestic Product. In addition, eastern Washington’s wheat
production and supply system generates 16,363 jobs and produces $82 million in state
and local tax revenues (Coupal and Holland, 1997).
Grain production and marketing in eastern Washington, therefore, affects many people
and constituents, whether directly or indirectly. Likewise, any changes or adjustments
from policies or business shifts will alter grain production, harvesting, transportation,
and marketing and ultimately impact different people in different ways. Grain producers,
consumers, taxpayers, state and local transportation officials, and truck, rail, and barge
companies will likely be affected when policies alter grain production and marketing.
Rail line abandonment, rail car shortages for grain shipments, and environmental
concerns are just a few issues likely to create eastern Washington grain marketing
changes in the near future.
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Following the passage of the Staggers Act in 1980, and the deregulatory environment
initiated with this legislation, a major transformation has occurred in the railroad industry
that continues to impact regional grain shippers who rely on rail shipment. Rail
deregulation has provided railroad companies with greater pricing flexibility, less
restrictions on rail line abandonment, and contributed to rail mergers and consolidations
over the past several years, as recently illustrated with the joining of Burlington Northern
Railroad with Sante Fe Railroad and Union Pacific Railroad with Southern Pacific
Railroad. The deregulatory environment has allowed these major railroad companies to
concentrate on high volume, long distance hauls and sell-off or abandon those lowdensity rail lines that are unprofitable. Rail line abandonment has been especially
noticeable in Washington where 1,918 miles of the 5,008 miles of total rail track were
abandoned between 1980 and 1997 (WSDOT Rail Office, 1998). The Burlington
Northern-Sante Fe Railroad sold 314 miles of rail track in eastern Washington in 1996,
rail lines that provided rail service to 26 eastern Washington grain elevators for a
combined grain volume of 24 million bushels (Casavant and Jessup, 1996). Without rail
service, many grain shippers must find an alternative (truck-barge), and often more
costly, transport service to market. Thus, rail line abandonment creates shipping
concerns for grain producers and shippers who rely on rail transport and highway
degradation fears for state and local transportation officials who must maintain
adequate highway pavement conditions with limited financial resources.
An accompanying concern, related to rail deregulation, is the occurrence of seasonal
grain rail car shortages. The problem arises from the seasonality associated with grain
production, harvest, and transport. Seventy-two percent of annual wheat receipts at
eastern Washington elevators are during July and August, the major harvest months in
eastern Washington. The majority of annual wheat shipments from elevators occur
from July through February (75%), as grain producers and shippers take advantage of
favorable marketing conditions (Newkirk, Eriksen, and Casavant, 1995).
Rail companies, however, invest in equipment (grain cars) with the anticipation of
receiving a favorable return on investment, which is difficult to achieve if the rail car is
idle for extended periods throughout the year. Thus, to maintain a desired return on
investment, railroad companies attempt to purchase and allocate grain cars on a
monthly basis, supplying a base number of rail cars throughout the year rather than
attempting to supply cars to meet peak demand. Unfortunately, the demand for grain
cars is not evenly distributed throughout the year and a sub-optimal transportation
system results as grain is diverted to other, often more costly modes.
Environmental choices also impact grain flows, as illustrated by the long evolution of
attempts to save certain species of salmon from extinction in the Pacific Northwest.
Regional residents involved with, and affected by, salmon recovery efforts in the
Northwest realize the complexities involved with debating the competing interests. As
early as 1952, during the time when the U.S. Corp of Engineers had been authorized to
construct dams on the Lower Snake River to bring river navigation to Lewiston, Idaho,
hydroelectricity to the Pacific Northwest, and irrigation to agriculture, biologist Harlan
Holmes estimated that the construction of each dam on the Columbia and Snake Rivers
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would kill 15% of juvenile salmon smolts en route to the Pacific Ocean. The culmination
of dam construction with the completion of the Lower Granite Dam in 1975 achieved the
“open river” that many businesses and agricultural interests had sought for several
years but the lock and dam system also dramatically altered the natural river
environment that directly impacted native salmon species. In areas where thousands of
native salmon had previously returned to spawn in Snake River tributaries a hundred
years ago, the Snake River Coho Salmon became extinct in 1988 and only one
Sockeye Salmon returned to Idaho in 1990, prompting the listing of Snake River
Sockeye Salmon on the endangered species list (Peterson, 1995).
Prompted by environmental interests and Native American lobbying efforts, a
substantial amount of money has been spent on a multitude of approaches aimed at
improving dwindling salmon numbers. During the construction of the four Snake River
dams, $50 million was spent on fish-passage systems to help returning salmon
negotiate each dam, and an additional $220 million was spent on the Lower Snake
Compensation Plan aimed at restoring natural fish and wildlife habitat. Millions more
have been spent on devices to help juvenile smolts bypass the dams, including the
Army Corps of Engineer’s Juvenile Fish Transportation Programs where young salmon
smolts are barged past Snake and Columbia River dams. In 1992, the Bonneville
Power Administration announced that $3 billion would be spent over the next 10 years
to assist the preservation and recovery of anadromous fish (Peterson, 1995).
In 1992, the Corps of Engineers experimented with a two-month “river drawdown”
behind the Lower Granite Dam, where the water level was lowered to a level near the
river’s natural level. The drawdown was to increase river flow and reduce the barriers
for juvenile salmon heading downstream and migrating salmon returning to spawn, in an
effort to potentially increase salmon numbers. This fish recovery strategy was
immediately questioned by port districts along the Snake River, agricultural interests
who relied on river transportation, chambers of commerce from cities and towns whose
economies are dependent on river recreation and navigation, and other businesses who
also depend on river navigation. One port manager reported that a six-month river
drawdown would force a dozen grain elevators located on the river to abandon their
facilities, resulting in an $18 million loss for these firms and tremendous cost increases
for farmers who depended on river transport to access world grain markets (Peterson,
1995). Other studies suggested that the two-month river drawdown would result in less
severe economic turmoil, as grain shippers would likely be creative in their adjustments
to alternative modes and timing of grain shipments (Hamilton, Martin, and Casavant,
1991).
Problem Statement
The need for timely information regarding impacts to different constituents necessitated
the development of a policy tool, which could be applied to the many policy debates in
the region. If individual citizens and decision makers are to make informed decisions
about transportation infrastructure investments, environmental and production
agriculture trade-offs, and other regional issues, then having access to accurate,
relevant, and timely information becomes paramount.
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This study works toward that end by constructing a tool that provides information
regarding grain producer and transportation infrastructure impacts, for the
aforementioned and other policy debates. The tool is a transportation optimization
model for commodity flows and blends a Geographic Information System (GIS) with a
Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) optimization package for allocating
grain shipments to specific highway segments, in addition to rail and barge facilities.
Grain truck traffic for individual road and highway segments is estimated for different
policy scenarios and is used to predict pavement impacts and financial recovery needs
for each highway segment and corresponding traffic volume. The model is applied to
the Salmon River drawdown debate mentioned above, including different scenarios
representative of competitive interactions between rail and barge interests.
Research Objectives
The overall goal of this study is to develop and apply an empirical method and tool for
examining the consequences of different policies impacting the transportation
infrastructure in eastern Washington. Specific objectives are:
1. Develop a transportation optimization model for accurately modeling commodity
movements on eastern Washington highways, railroads, and river systems.
2. Link the transportation optimization model with pavement management models to
predict pavement deterioration, highway infrastructure impacts, and financial
recovery needs.
3. Estimate shipper transportation costs for different policy scenarios, incorporating
pricing interactions between rail and barge companies competing in the region.
4. Spatially identify the infrastructure network supporting grain truck shipments
under different policy scenarios on eastern Washington roads and highways.
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Transportation Optimization Model
Combining the geographical precision of a Geographical Information System (GIS) with
the multi-faceted Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) optimization
software offers economists, operations researchers, geographers, and anyone
investigating flow or spatial events, with an enhanced tool that allocates grain shipments
to specific highway segments, as well as rail and barge facilities in a predictive least
cost manner for transportation rates. This section provides a general description of the
data and information sources utilized in the transportation model. Specific details of the
transportation model is provided in Appendix A with considerable attention designated
to how route choices are developed for each origin-destination pairing and the modeling
of transportation and handling costs. In addition, the assumptions concerning truck
size, capacity, tare weight, and routing options are also included in Appendix A.
Figure 1: Eastern Washington Study Area
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Columbia River
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Portland, OR

Information Sources
The transportation and marketing system being modeled involves grain movements
from production areas in the large geographical area of eastern Washington (see Figure
1) to feedlots and ocean ports for processing, consumption, and export. Intermediate
destinations, such as elevators and river ports, serve as short- (and long-) term storage
facilities, transfer stations, and points of consolidation. Hence, information on each
component of the system was needed on a common platform to facilitate investigation
and analysis. The one common element in each component of the system being
modeled is geography. The production areas, elevators, river ports, ocean ports, and
transportation infrastructure (roads, highways, rail lines, barges) are all connected
through geography, creating the classic environment for a GIS approach.
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Transportation Infrastructure
The GIS coverages representing the eastern Washington transportation infrastructure
were constructed primarily from two sources, as illustrated in Figure 2. The Washington
State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) provided GIS coverages for most county,
state, U.S., and Interstate highways, in addition to active rail lines and navigable
waterways. However, these files were not entirely complete; missing road names and
lower density county roads were added from U.S. Bureau of Census Topologically
Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) files.
WSDOT and TIGER highway file coverages were merged and edited to remove any
coinciding arcs or redundant road coverages, resulting in a complete and nonduplicative coverage of the road and highway transportation network. The joining of two
different highway files was quite complex and generally time intensive, especially for a
geographic area as vast as eastern Washington. However, to allow the development of
a detailed transportation optimization model required this entirely accurate and
complete representation of all roads and highways.
Figure 2: Data and Information Sources
TIGER
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Grain Production Coverages
Additional information relating to the volume and location of grain production was
obtained from the Agricultural Soil and Conservation Service (ASCS or Farm Services
Administration). Wheat and barley production estimates represent 1994 volumes and
are segregated by township/range.2 Throughout the 20-county eastern Washington
region, there was positive wheat production in 658 out of the 1,458 townships, with
yields ranging from 25 to 132 bushels (.75 tons to 3.96 tons) per acre.
Except for an isolated area in the central part of eastern Washington where irrigated
agriculture is dominant, wheat yields increase from west to east, following a trend
identical to annual precipitation. Barley production follows a similar trend, but with less
intense production, given positive barley production in only 425 out of the total 1,458
townships in eastern Washington. There is also less variation in barley yields, ranging
between 0.5 and 3 tons per acre. As will be noted again later, each wheat and barley
township represents a supply origin point in the transportation optimization model.
Grain Elevators, River Ports, and Feedlots
In addition to grain production information, specific operating characteristics for each of
the 275-grain elevators in eastern Washington were obtained from an elevator survey
sent to each elevator in the study area. Detailed data concerning elevator location,
capacity, handling and storage rates, and modal usage were acquired through the 1994
survey (Newkirk, Eriksen, and Casavant, 1995). Over 90% of the surveyed elevators
(96% of volume) returned completed questionnaires, providing valuable information on
grain movements from production locations to final destinations and the modal reliance
for each phase of the grain marketing process. Transport rates for truck shipments
were also obtained from the elevator survey, for farm-to-elevator, elevator-to-elevator,
and elevator-to-river port movements. The location and operating characteristics of
each barge loading river port along the Snake/Columbia Rivers were obtained from
phone interviews, along with the location and quantity of grain demanded at cattle
feedlots in the Columbia River Basin. Rail rates were collected from Burlington
Northern/Sante Fe and Union Pacific/Southern Pacific, the two Class I railroad
companies operating in the region, and barge rates were collected from barge
companies operating on the river.

2

The range and township system was originally used to survey public land. Land is divided into townships
approximately 6 miles by 6 miles square (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), labeled by township numbers running
north and south, and by range numbers running east and west. Within each township square are 36
numbered sections; each representing approximately 1 square mile.
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Highway Impact Assessment
The physical impact on highway pavements created by truck traffic is distributed through
individual axle weights. The degree of impact on pavement, however, depends on variables
such as the axle weight, the highway attributes associated with each individual highway
segment, time, and environmental forces. An early and now fundamental study conducted
by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and
the Federal Highway Administration addressed the issue of how these various factors
impact pavement performance (Langsner et al., 1962). One of the important findings of this
three-year, $27 million study conducted at Ottawa, Illinois, was that heavier truck and axle
loads cause pavements to deteriorate at an increasing rate (AASHTO Road Test, 1962).
Mathews et al. (1976) also attempted to isolate how these different variables affect
pavement condition. Two California freeways with similar pavement designs were
compared over a 35-year time period. One highway segment had only passenger car traffic
while the other supported both cars and freight trucks. Pavement deterioration on the
highway section with mixed traffic was considerably more pronounced requiring accelerated
repairs and maintenance. Other studies have supported these findings in different locations
(Hudson et al., 1983) (Lytton et al., 1981).
Increases in axle loads over time reduce the Present Serviceability Rating (PSR) of the
pavement, as illustrated in Figure 3.3
Conversely, pavement damage from the
accumulation of axle loads increases exponentially with additional axle loads. Factors such
as time and weather, however, are difficult to model or predict and are typically included in
pavement impact analysis indirectly.
Figure 3: Relationship Between Axle Load and Time
and the Present Serviceability Rating of Pavement
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PSR is an index ranging from 0 to 5 describing the pavement condition. A PSR of 2 indicates pavements
that are extremely deteriorated while a PSR of 5 indicates new (or nearly new) pavements. Washington
State Department of Transportation uses the Pavement Structural Condition (PSC), which rates
pavement condition along a 0-100 scale, as opposed to the 0-5 scale of PSR. Both scales are related
and derivatives of the AASHTO method.
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Factors such as the underlying soil and subgrade, pavement type and thickness, and
differing traffic axle weight configurations and passes are directly measurable and
included in pavement performance analysis. These influences on highway pavement
performance are expressed in general terms in Equation (1) (Tolliver, 1994).
(1)

PL = f (N,C,SSN,STR )

Where:
PL
N
C
SSN
STR

=
=
=
=
=

Pavement life
Cumulative passes of a given axle type and load
Climatic zone or regional factor
Soil support number or index
Strength of the highway section
(some function of D or SN, TH1, and/or TH2)

D
SN
TH1
TH2

=
=
=
=

Slab thickness (Portland Concrete Cement pavements)
Structural number (flexible or asphaltic concrete)
Thickness of asphaltic concrete layers
Thickness of aggregate base

Where:

There are two distinct different types of pavement: flexible and rigid. Flexible
pavements typically consist of an asphalt type layer built on a base and supported by
compacted subgrade and natural soil substructure. This type of pavement is flexible in
the sense that truckload impacts are concentrated directly beneath the axle and
absorbed throughout the asphalt and subgrade. Rigid pavements consist of a concrete
slab (Portland Concrete Cement (PCC)) placed on a subgrade and distribute truckload
impacts throughout the length of the concrete slab. Rigid pavements usually out
perform flexible pavements in terms of supporting heavy truck traffic and outlasting
flexible pavements (Casavant and Lenzi, 1989).
Grain truck shipments, similar to other truck traffic streams, are comprised of a mixture
of truck types and axle configurations with different axle configurations having different
impacts. In order to translate axle weights into pavement deterioration, a “reference
axle” is needed that will allow comparison of different axle weights and configurations
over different pavement conditions. The use of an Equivalent Single Axle Load (ESAL)
is often used in pavement analysis and almost universally refers to an 18,000-pound
single axle. All truckloads can be translated into ESALs, representing the 18,000-pound
reference axle weight. The calculation of ESAL factors (provided later in this chapter) is
a function of the truck axle configuration, truckload, and the structural attributes of the
pavement section. As an example, a 22,000-pound single axle load is equivalent to
2.35 ESALs due, in part, to the relationship presented in Figure 3 (Tolliver, 1994). It is
the passage of increased loads (ESALs) that decreases the condition of the road.
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Roads and highways are typically constructed with a projected life expectancy, using
anticipated or projected traffic flows. At some future point (assuming the highway is
kept in service), all highways will require rehabilitation or reconstruction, thus illustrating
the cyclical nature of pavement management. Once the highway is rehabilitated (at
points T1, T2, and T3, in Figure 4) a new phase in the highway’s existence begins and
the Present Serviceability Rating declines again until some minimum threshold triggers
additional rehabilitation, as illustrated in Figure 4.
The threshold PSR that triggers highway improvement also causally defines the
difference between highway resurfacing and reconstruction. Resurfacing a highway
section involves adding an additional layer of asphaltic pavement to the current highway
surface without removing the current highway base. Highway reconstruction, on the
other hand involves removing the old pavement and base materials and completely
“reconstructing” the highway section. Highway reconstruction is usually necessary
when the PSR of a highway drops significantly below the terminal PSR (usually 2.5)
level. This usually occurs on highways where the PSR falls below the resurfacing
threshold level when funds are unavailable for resurfacing. To provide a useable
highway when this occurs requires reconstruction at a later date at a greater cost.
Figure 4: Pavement Rehabilitation Cycles
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The declining pavement PSR, as a result of traffic and time, represents an economic
cost that is created with each pass of an axle weight but confronted (in terms of financial
outlay or payment) only in discrete time intervals. The former represents the marginal
cost of pavement deterioration and in the short- run (time period between pavement
restoration) reflects the additional consumption of highway infrastructure resulting from
the addition of one more ESAL to a highway section. This can be expressed
mathematically as the partial derivative of the PSR with respect to axle passes, as
illustrated in Equation (2). Alternatively, the long-run (time period that reflects the entire
existence of the highway) marginal cost of pavement deterioration is the increase in
pavement strength required due to the addition of one more ESAL to the existing traffic
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base, depicted mathematically in Equation (3). Graphically, the vertical distance (in
terms of serviceability) between the original designed pavement performance curve and
the performance curve with additional axle loads represents the long-run marginal
costs, illustrated in Figure 4.
(2)

SRMC =

∂ Present Serviceability Rating
∂ Cumulative Axle Passes

(3)

LRMC =

∂ Pavement Thickness
∂ ESALs

Highway Impact Studies

Casavant and Lenzi (1989) produced some early estimates of pavement cost
coefficients for state and county highways in Washington. Their study investigated and
empirically estimated the level of diverted grain truck flows, which would result from four
proposed rail line abandonments throughout the state. The rail lines, while classified
light density, shipped a sizeable amount of the region’s grain to market; grain, which
would be forced onto trucks and regional highways after abandonment. The level of
diverted grain truck traffic was calculated and assigned to state and county highways
and the ESAL impacts estimated by the WSDOT Materials Laboratory using a similar
Pavement Management System (PMS) process as described above. The pavement
cost coefficients for the incremental traffic on state highways ranged from $.01 to $.06
per ton-mile with an average cost of $.05 per ton-mile. County road impacts were
slightly more substantial, due mostly to the lower structural design of these roads.
Pavement cost coefficients for incremental traffic on the county roads ranged from $.02
to $.09 per ton-mile with an average of $.075 per ton-mile. These earlier PMS
estimates were then compared to the actual county and state highway expenditures,
after the abandonment, and the authors found an almost exact correlation.
A more recent study, Tolliver (1995), provided a more exhaustive and complete
estimation of pavement cost coefficients as a result of several potential impact
scenarios. This study considered: (1) the loss or temporary closure of railroad mainline
service, (2) the loss of branch line railroad service, and (3) the assignment of all port
traffic growth to truck traffic due to rail line capacity constraints at the ports. For each
scenario, pavement cost coefficients were estimated for each functional class of
highways and for both urban and rural highway segments. The study also provided
estimates: (1) assuming that each highway’s PSR may only decline to a level where
resurfacing would restore the highway serviceability to original levels; and (2) assuming
that each highway falls below the threshold PSR, resulting in pavement reconstruction
at a much higher cost. The pavement resurfacing and reconstruction costs in this report
originate from the 1993 Federal Highway Association’s nationwide resurfacing and
reconstruction costs estimates, unlike the previous study (Casavant and Lenzi, 1989),
which utilized cost values from the 1981 Federal Highway Association’s report. The
actual resurfacing cost estimates from the incremental truck traffic generated by each
scenario ranged from $.003 per ton-mile for combination trucks on Interstate highways
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to $.044 per ton-mile for single unit farm trucks on county roads (Table 1). If highways
are allowed to deteriorate below the threshold PSR, then reconstruction costs were
estimated from $.01 per ton-mile for combination trucks on Interstate highways to $.17
per ton-mile for single unit farm trucks on county roads (Table 2). These highway
impact estimates encompass a much broader range of highway types than the earlier
study and separate costs by truck type. In addition, this study provided more recent
resurfacing and reconstruction cost data.
Table 1--Estimated Resurfacing Cost per Ton-mile Using 1993 FHWA Data
Cost per Loaded Truck Mile
Cost per Ton-mile
Highway Type
Combination
Farm
Combination
Farm
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck

Interstate (SN=5)
$.07
$.05
$.003
$.006
State Hwy. (SN=4)
$.19
$.13
$.007
$.016
County Rd. (SN=2)
$.53
$.38
$.020
$.044
Source: Tolliver, Denver. Comparison of Pavement Methods Used in Washington.
Preliminary Report, WSDOT, 1997.
Table 2--Estimated Reconstruction Cost per Ton-mile Using 1993 FHWA Data
Cost per Loaded Truck Mile
Cost per Ton-mile
Highway Type
Combination
Farm
Combination
Farm
Truck
Truck
Truck
Truck

Interstate (SN=5)
$.20
$.13
$.01
$.02
State Hwy. (SN=4)
$.70
$.48
$.03
$.06
County Rd. (SN=2)
$2.06
$1.47
$.08
$.17
Source: Tolliver, Denver. Comparison of Pavement Methods Used in Washington.
Preliminary Report, WSDOT, 1997.
In an attempt to provide more current and timely highway impact coefficients, Casavant,
Jessup, and Lenzi (1996) recalculated pavement cost per ton-mile by taking the earlier
study from Casavant and Lenzi (1989) and adjusting the resurfacing cost for inflation
using the nationwide price index for federal highway construction and maintenance.
This index increased from 72.2 in 1981 to 109.9 in 1991. Thus, after adjusting for
inflation the new highway impact coefficients were $.071 per ton-mile for state highways
and $.1065 per ton-mile for county roads and were used in several studies (Jessup and
Casavant, 1995) (Eriksen, 1996). However, after a recent review of the Casavant et al.
approach by Tolliver, these estimates were found to be at the high end of the range of
estimates for state and county roads. Also, the earlier Casavant et al. study dealt with
light construction county and state highways. The primary reason identified by Tolliver
for the higher estimates was due to the federal construction and maintenance index
used to adjust cost figures. While the index increased considerably, actual resurfacing
and reconstruction costs had declined considerably since 1981 according to the FWHA,
due to technological advances and cheaper fuel (Tolliver, 1997).
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These declining resurfacing costs are also clearly evident in the most recent highway
impact analysis (Casavant, Eriksen, and Lenzi, 1998). This analysis incorporates truck
traffic information obtained from a current study of statewide freight truck origindestinations in Washington, 1994. Three north/south highway corridors are identified in
the state: I-5, SR 97, and SR 395. Several sections of each highway are simulated
using the projected truck traffic information from the O-D survey and using the
Washington State PMS impact models. The estimated average highway impacts were
$.0019 per ton-mile for Interstate 5, $.0190 per ton-mile for SR 97, and $.0121 per tonmile for SR 395. These coefficients only represent resurfacing costs and are, therefore,
somewhat conservative cost estimates in that it assumes reconstruction is avoided.
This review of studies focused on estimating highway impacts has yielded a range of
pavement cost coefficients, as summarized in Table 3. Also contained in Table 3 are
the cost coefficients utilized in this investigation: (1) $.002 per ton-mile for Interstates,
(2) $.01 per ton-mile for state highways, and (3) $.04 per ton-mile for county roads.
Interstate damage coefficients from previous studies range from $.006 to $.02 per tonmile, but the $.002 per ton-mile coefficient used here is more reflective of recent work
by Casavant, Eriksen, and Lenzi (1998). The highway impact coefficients for state
highways ranged from $.007 to $.071, indicating that the $.01 per ton-mile estimate for
this study is conservative. County road coefficients were not calculated in the most
recent Casavant et al. work (1998), but the $.04 per ton-mile estimate is with the range
of previous studies ($.02 to $.1075 per ton-mile). While each of the previous individual
studies is unique, collectively they represent a substantial body of research aimed at
clarifying the relationship between ESALs and the life of a given highway.
Table 3--Summary of Highway Impact Coefficients From Previous Studies
$ Ton-mile Cost Coefficients
Study
by Highway Type
Interstate
State Highway County Road

Casavant and Lenzi (1989)
Resurfacing Cost
Tolliver, (1995)
Resurfacing Cost
Reconstruction Cost
Casavant, Jessup, and Lenzi, (1996)
Resurfacing Cost
Casavant, Eriksen, and Lenzi, (1998)
Resurfacing Cost
Coefficients Utilized in this Study
Resurfacing Cost

n/a

.01 to .06

.02 to .09

.003 to .006
.01 to .02

.007 to .016
.03 to .06

.02 to .04
.08 to .17

n/a

.071

.1065

.002

.002 to .012

n/a

.002

.01

.04
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Snake River Drawdown Results
The transportation model and highway impact estimation procedures described earlier
are applied to the Snake River drawdown issue. Geographical depiction of truck grain
flows on eastern Washington highways is combined with detailed tabular results
concerning volume, shipper costs, ton-miles, total miles, highway classification, highway
infrastructure financial needs, and average distance of grain shipments by origindestination pair. The two predominate commodities produced in the region are wheat
and barley, with the first half of this chapter applied to the former and the second portion
devoted to barley. The model allocates grain shipments for one year’s production
(1994) and abstracts from any storage or seasonality. For each commodity, nine
different scenarios are considered encompassing a fairly complete range of potential
responses by rail and barge companies as they strategically interact via transport
pricing and quantity avenues in a post-drawdown environment. A brief description of
each scenario is provided below.
Scenario 1. This scenario portrays optimized grain shipments with all
modes available to shippers as they normally (currently) exist. It
represents a close approximation of how grain actually flows from
production areas to final markets with a global cost minimization decision
rule. Throughout the analysis, this scenario is referred to as the “Initial” or
“Base” scenario to which all other scenarios are compared.
Scenario 2. This scenario represents grain flows when barge transport
on the Snake River between the Tri-Cities, Washington and Lewiston,
Idaho is eliminated. Grain shipments to Portland, Oregon may still choose
truck-barge as an option but only to river ports at or below the Tri-Cities.
This scenario places no quantity constraints on the volume of rail
shipments and no price response from rail or barge companies. The
remaining scenarios (3 through 9) represent different responses to the
post-drawdown environment.
Scenario 3. In reality, Scenario 2 proposes a very simplistic view by not
limiting the amount of grain volume, which can be absorbed by rail in a
post-drawdown world. Current railcar shortages during harvest season
already limit the grain volume for rail transport. Hence, Scenario 3 tests
the effect of a constraint on the amount of grain, which can be shipped, on
rail from elevators with rail loading capabilities. The constraint is equal to
110% of the historical rail volume for each elevator, allowing a 10%
quantity response by rail companies in the post-drawdown
environment.
Scenario 4. Without barge access above the Tri-Cities, it is likely that rail
companies will respond to the reduced modal competition by raising
shipping rates. Thus, this scenario assumes that rail capacity is
constrained to 110% of historical volume (as in Scenario 3) and railshipping rates increased 10%, reflecting any monopoly pricing power by
rail companies as a result of a river drawdown.
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Scenario 5. Rail companies may also increase rail rates due to needed
capital investments (equipment, rail cars, etc.) required to handle the
additional rail volume of grain shipments after a river drawdown. Without
competitive forces from alternative modes, these investment costs will
likely be passed on to the grain shippers through higher prices. This
scenario assumes rail capacity is constrained to 110% of historical
volume and rail rates increased 20%.
Scenario 6. With barge shipments restrained to below the Tri-Cities,
barge companies will also be faced with a pricing decision. Having
reduced grain volume, as rail now competes for a larger share of the grain
volume, barge companies may be forced to increase rates in the short-run
to cover fixed costs. This scenario, therefore, assumes that rail capacity
is still constrained to 110% of historical volume, rail rates have not
changed, and barge-shipping rates increased 10%.
Scenario 7. Barge companies will not only be impacted from less grain
volume available for down river shipments, but also from less petroleum,
fertilizer, and bulk commodities available for upriver shipments without
access to fertilizer and petroleum ports above the Tri-Cities. This may
cause barge rates to increase further. This scenario assumes that rail is
constrained to 110% of historical volume, rail rates have not
changed, and barge-shipping rates increased 20%.
Scenario 8. It is probable that some combination of Scenarios 3 through
7 will occur simultaneously. Hence, this scenario assumes that rail
volume is constrained to 110% of historical volume and both rail and
barge rates increased 10%.
Scenario 9. This scenario reflects the situation for grain shippers where
rail grain shipments are constrained to 110% of historical volume
and both rail and barge shipping rates increased 20%.
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Wheat Transportation Optimization Results
Scenario 1. Initial Case

Highway wheat flows, as illustrated in Figure 5, are segregated by the number of
standard deviations the flow (ton volume) on each highway segment is from the mean.
The actual range, in tons, is provided for each flow classification, thus providing both a
standard measure to compare different scenarios and allowing the comparison of
distributional changes.4 It is obvious that not all eastern Washington roads and
highways are equally utilized for wheat shipments. However, those highways with
differing wheat flow traffic are easily identified, as illustrated in Figure 5. Mean wheat
flows for this scenario on all highways is 57,026 tons. Highways with wheat flows within
one standard deviation to the right range from 57,026 to 234,357 tons, indicating which
highway segments are receiving the slightly heavier traffic. Highways which progress
from colors blue, red, and yellow indicate those highways with the heaviest grain traffic,
and graphically illustrate the “funneling” or collection of grain shipments as they access
the river ports along the Snake River. Highways with grain shipments larger than 3
standard deviations to the right indicate the heaviest wheat truck traffic flows, with some
highway segments reaching as high as 2,519,097 tons. It is evident from the
geographical depiction which river ports draw the largest wheat volume and which
highways provide the infrastructure backbone to reach these river ports. SR 194 and
SR 195 support heavy truck traffic to access the port at Almota while SR 127
experiences heavy truck volumes heading to Central Ferry. Critical highways for grain
shipments to Windust include SR 21 and SR 263, while SR 395 is the primary highway
serving the Tri-Cities’ ports. The majority of truck-barge wheat is shipped to river ports
above the Tri-Cities (72%), with the ports at Almota and Windust receiving the largest
volumes, as detailed in Table 4.

4

Note that the mean tonnage of highway flows changes across scenarios. Standardizing the means to
zero would be more statistically correct for comparisons among the standard deviations, but would lose
the descriptive factor of actual tonnages useful in this report.
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Figure 5: Scenario 1 – Wheat – Initial Case – Highway Flows
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Table 4--Volume of Wheat Shipped to Each River Port
Volume
River Port
(Bushels)
River Ports Above the Tri-Cities
Port of Clarkston
Port of Wilma
Port of Almota
Port of Lions Ferry
Port of Central Ferry
Port of Windust
Port of Sheffler
Sub-Total
River Ports At or Below the Tri-Cities
Port of Pasco
Port of Kennewick
Port of Burbank
Port of Wallula
Port of Kelly
Port of Umatilla
Port of Roosevelt
Port of Biggs
The Dalles
Sub-Total
Total

% of Total Volume

2,305,535
754,663
15,980,684
3,819,798
9,803,300
40,403,270
3,502,865
76,570,115

2.18
0.71
15.10
3.61
9.26
38.17
3.31
72.35

12,440,761
3,505,215
427,464
6,400,116
296,984
2,946,014
2,041,380
1,097,968
113,723
29,269,625
105,839,740

11.75
3.31
0.40
6.05
0.28
2.78
1.93
1.04
0.11
27.65
100.00

The volume and shipping costs for different origin-destination types differ substantially,
as indicated in Table 5. The majority of grain shipments leaving townships (production
areas) go directly to river ports (41%), with township to elevators with rail (36.5%), and
township to elevators without rail (22%) ranking second and third, respectively, in
volume of grain shipments. Approximately 80% of the wheat produced in eastern
Washington reaches final market via truck-barge and the remaining 20% utilizing a
truck-rail combination, under the cost minimization model. The largest component of
the wheat transportation shipping costs is from use of barges, accounting for 31% of
total shipping costs. However, when evaluated on a cents/bushel basis, rail shipments,
as a segment, have the highest average cost with 33.7 cents per bushel. The total
transportation costs to ship all 132,836,124 bushels of wheat produced in eastern
Washington to market via all combined modes is $65,901,175, or 49.61 cents per
bushel.
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Table 5--Scenario 1- Wheat - Initial Case - Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

29,532,470
48,566,283
54,737,371
40,276
29,492,194
21,610,175

22.23
36.56
41.21
0.03
22.20
16.27

6,591,163
11,224,245
7,715,301
6,129
6,102,815
4,489,356

10.00
17.03
11.71
0.01
9.26
6.81

22.32
23.11
14.10
15.22
20.69
20.77

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

26,996,384

20.32

9,106,737

13.82

33.73

105,839,740
132,836,124

79.68
100.00

20,665,429
65,901,175

31.36
100.00

19.53
49.61

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total5

Focusing on the truck component of wheat shipments and the ton-miles (tons of wheat
multiplied by the miles traversed) generated from different origin-destination pairs reveal
that grain shipments from townships to river ports produce the largest proportion of tonmiles with 46%, as described in Table 6. The second largest proportion of ton-miles is
generated from elevator to river port shipments with 20%. Township to river port
shipments also account for the largest proportion of total miles, with 57%, but township
to elevator and township to elevator with rail or truck shipments are responsible for the
second (13.8%) and third (13.8%) largest proportion of total miles traversed, instead of
elevator to river port shipments. This is due to the relative differences in the distance of
truck hauls for different origin-destination types. Township to river port shipments are
the longest average haul with 61.9 miles, followed by elevator with rail to river port and
elevator to river port with 43.5 and 41.4 miles, respectively. Notice that total miles are
presented both by origin-destination type (as in Table 6) and by highway type (as in
Table 7).

5

The total wheat volume represents the total bushels produced. The sum of bushels from each origindestination type in the column above does not sum to the total wheat volume due to double counting.
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Table 6--Scenario 1- Wheat - Initial Case - Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

7.60
10.74
45.85
0.01
20.19
15.61
100.00

4,821
4,818
19,962
13
3,232
2,090
34,934

13.80
13.79
57.14
0.04
9.25
5.98
100.00

23.52
16.84
61.90
12.63
41.43
43.54
37.17

29,158,320
41,173,660
175,853,575
31,286
77,438,512
59,874,149
383,529,502

Table 7--Scenario 1- Wheat - Initial Case - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by
Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

17,215,065
276,864,920
89,449,517
383,529,502

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

4.49
72.19
23.32
100.00

34,419
2,768,632
3,577,991
6,381,042

0.54
43.39
56.07
100.00

279.90
2,446.80
4,350.50
7077.20

% of
Total
Miles
3.96
34.57
61.47
100.00

The total miles reported by origin-destination type include all miles traversed by all truck
shipments and, therefore, reveal a measure of intensity of truck traffic. The total miles
reported by highway type is simply the sum of all highway miles with positive truck traffic
and thus representative of the degree of coverage.
State highways support the largest percentage of ton-miles with 72.2%, followed by
county roads (23.3%) and interstates (4.5%), as indicated in Table 7. However, due to
differences in the design structure and strength of county and state highways, county
highways incur the largest financial burden to support wheat truck traffic with 56% ($3.5
million) of total highway needs ($6,381,042). State highways require $2,768,632 (43%)
to support annual wheat truck shipments and interstates $34,419 (0.5%). While state
highways account for the largest proportion of ton-miles, county highways account for
the largest proportion of total miles with 61%, indicating that state highways experience
shorter distance wheat routes with heavy truck traffic and county highways support
longer distance wheat routes with lighter truck traffic.
In summary, grain shippers rely heavily on truck-barge transportation when grain
shipments are determined on a least-cost basis, with township to river port shipments
representing the largest proportion of grain flows. Total transportation costs/bushel
averaged across all shippers to 49.61 and total highway infrastructure investment
requirements are $6,381,042. State highways incur the largest amount of ton-miles
from truck shipments, but county roads generate the largest infrastructure investment
need due to lower highway design.
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Scenario 2. No Barge Above the Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Unconstrained
When barge access is eliminated above the Tri-Cities, substantial change occurs for highway
wheat shipments, as graphically illustrated in Figure 6. Truck wheat shipments no longer collect
in corridors to river ports above the Tri-Cities, but rather collectively funnel to access river ports
at or below the Tri-Cities. Wheat shippers now rely on different highways to reach river ports at
or below the Tri-Cities, with SR 17 and SR 395 becoming critical for wheat shipments. In
addition, SR 26 and SR 260 support heavy east-to-west truck shipments along with SR 12 and
SR 124. Mean wheat highway flows increase from 57,026 tons in Scenario 1 to 77,324 tons,
due to the larger amount of truck traffic. The entire distribution of wheat highway flows has
shifted to the right, as indicated by the heavier mean and the heavier tons of wheat shipments in
each of the five highway flow classifications. Some highway segments reach a maximum of
2,895,616 tons of wheat truck traffic, over 370,000 tons more than the maximum flow in
Scenario 1.
The distribution of wheat shipments leaving townships changes slightly without river port access
above the Tri-Cities, as provided in Table 8. The majority of wheat shipments from townships
are now destined to elevators with rail (46%), whereas river ports were the primary destination
for wheat shipments leaving townships in Scenario 1, thus illustrating the modal shift from barge
to rail. Rail shipments increase from 20% in Scenario 1 to 42% in this scenario. However, over
77 million bushels (58%) of wheat continue to use truck-barge to reach ocean ports in Portland,
Oregon. Total transportation costs increase from $65,901,175 (49.61 cents/bu.) in Scenario 1
to $67,205,883 (50.59 cents/bushel) in Scenario 2, an increase of $1,304,708 (1 cent/bushel).
However, this increase is averaged across many shippers and different origin-destination types.
Some shippers will face a much larger increase in transportation costs, as indicated by the 6
cent per bushel increase for township to river port wheat shipments, comparing Scenarios 1 and
2. Elevator to river port transportation costs increase almost 4 cents per bushel and shipping
wheat from elevators without rail to elevators with rail increases over 2 cents/per bushel,
comparing Scenarios 1 and 2. The transportation cost for shipping from river port to Portland
decreases 1.5 cents per bushel, reflecting the shorter distance and associated cheaper barge
rates for river port locations at or below the Tri-Cities.

Table 8--Scenario 2 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained - Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

17,456,918
60,832,035
54,547,171
595,817
16,861,101
6,060,628

13.14
45.79
41.06
0.45
12.69
4.56

3,776,599
14,334,378
11,094,391
102,760
4,136,790
1,306,339

5.62
21.33
16.51
0.15
6.16
1.94

21.63
23.56
20.34
17.25
24.53
21.55

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

55,367,224

41.68

18,438,469

27.44

33.30

77,468,900
132,836,124

58.32
100.00

14,016,157
67,205,883

20.86
100.00

18.09
50.59

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total
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Figure 6: Scenario 2 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained – Highway Flows
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Total ton-miles from truck shipments increase from 383,529,502 in Scenario 1 to
442,849,489 in Scenario 2, as detailed in Table 9. The largest proportion of ton-miles is
generated from township to river port shipments (65.5%), followed by elevator to river
port shipments (14.7%). Township to river port truck shipments also traverses the
largest amount of total miles with a total of 27,156 miles of highway (66.5%).
Table 9--Scenario 2 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained - Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

4.53
11.39
65.58
0.17
14.75
3.59
100.00

4,164
5,907
27,156
68
2,857
640
40,792

10.21
14.48
66.57
0.17
7.00
1.57
100.00

29.95
18.63
86.76
13.60
63.49
53.39
49.09

20,051,428
50,431,227
290,431,958
735,797
65,303,492
15,895,587
442,849,489

It is also interesting to note the changes in average distance of each origin-destination
type, comparing Tables 6 and 9. Every type of origin-destination pairing increases in
average distance comparing Scenarios 1 and 2. The largest increase in average
distance is for township to river port shipments, increasing from 61.9 miles in Scenario 1
to 86.7 miles in Scenario 2, followed by elevator to river port shipments, which
increased, from 41.4 miles to 63.4 miles. Overall, truck shipments are 11.9 miles longer
than before.
State highways bear the brunt of a river drawdown as illustrated by the distributional
change in ton-miles from Scenario 1. State highways now support 82% of the total tonmiles generated from wheat shipments, up from 72% in Scenario 1. Both total ton-miles
and the proportion of total ton-miles decreases for county and interstate highways,
suggesting that state highways would fare worse under Scenario 2. State highways
would also incur the largest financial burden from pavement wear and tear, requiring
$3,644,882 to support annual wheat shipments, followed by county roads with
$2,713,582 (Table 10). Total infrastructure needs, however, decrease from $6,381,042
to $6,379,499, comparing Scenarios 1 and 2. The reason for this decrease is due to the
shift in truck traffic away from lower structural design county roads to structurally better
state highways. Another interesting occurrence is the decrease in total miles from
7,077 miles in Scenario 1 to 6,738 miles in Scenario 2. Since ton-miles increased, this
implies that truck traffic is heavier on fewer total highway miles.
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Table 10--Scenario 2- Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

10,523,315
364,486,398
67,839,776
442,849,489

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

2.38
82.30
15.32
100.00

21,035
3,644,882
2,713,582
6,379,499

0.33
57.13
42.54
100.00

297.02
2,433.50
4,007.60
6738.12

% of
Total
Miles
4.41
36.12
59.48
100.00

When barge access is eliminated above the Tri-Cities and rail capacity is unconstrained,
shippers substitute rail for truck-barge with rail shipment increasing 22%. Total transportation
costs increase only about 1 cent/bushel overall and the amount of ton-miles generated by truck
traffic increases. However, infrastructure investment needs decrease due to the traffic shift from
county roads to state highways.

Scenario 3. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume
Constraining the amount of wheat, which may utilize rail shipment, will, in effect, force more
truck traffic onto the highways, as illustrated in Figure 7. The same general trend illustrated in
Figure 6 also appears in this scenario as truck shipments find the least cost path to river ports at
or below the Tri-Cities. State highways SR 395 and SR 17 still support heavy north-south truck
flows and SR 26 and SR 260 experience heavy east-west truck flows. The truck traffic on all
highways is more intense with average (mean) highway flows making a large jump from 77,324
tons in Scenario 2 to 105,542 tons in Scenario 3. Once again, the entire distribution of truck
highway flows is shifted to the right, representing heavier truck traffic for each flow classification.
Highway segments with the heaviest truck traffic now reaches 4,575,559 tons, up considerably
from Scenario 1 (2,519,097 tons) and Scenario 2 (2,895,616 tons).
The amount of wheat shipped via rail from elevators with rail to final market decreases from
55,367,224 bushels in the unconstrained Scenario 2 to 27,153,838 bushels in Scenario 3, as
described in Table 11. The difference is equal to the increase in volume for elevators with rail to
river port wheat shipments. The distribution between rail and barge shipments to final market
now closely resembles Scenario 1, with 20.4% of wheat shipped via rail and 79.5% shipped via
barge. Total transportation costs increase to $71,418,086 (53.76 cents/bushel), substantially
more than the $67,205,883 (50.59 cents/bushel) for Scenario 2 and $65,901,175 (49.61
cents/bushel) for Scenario 1. The barge component of wheat shipments accounts for the
largest percentage of total transportation and shipping costs, accounting for 26.8%. The 4cents/bushel increases in total transportation costs from Scenario 1 represents a 400% cost
increase and is distributed differently than the 1 cent/bushel increase in Scenario 2. Township
to river port wheat shipments still increase 6 cents/bushel over Scenario 1, but now both
elevator and elevators with rail to river port wheat shipments have large increases in
transportation costs, 5.9 cents/bushel and 6.4 cents/bushel, respectively. Thus, wheat shippers
whose least cost alternative remained township to river port after a drawdown was hit the
hardest without constraints on rail capacity. With constraints on rail capacity, wheat shippers
which go through elevators (and elevator owners themselves) will face the largest increase in
transportation charges since elevators with rail capacity constraints must now truck to river ports
at or below the Tri-Cities.
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Figure 7: Scenario 3 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume – Highway Flows
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Table 11--Scenario 3 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
23,018,028

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.33

6,443,100
11,581,972
11,335,568
24,349
7,473,781
6,264,489

9.02
16.22
15.87
0.03
10.46
8.77

22.79
23.16
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.22

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,153,838

20.44

9,155,248

12.82

33.72

105,682,286
132,836,124

79.56
100.00

19,139,579
71,418,086

26.80
100.00

18.11
53.76

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Total ton-miles generated from truck shipments also experience a large increase to
615,678,253 total ton-miles from Scenario 1 (383,529,502 ton-miles) and Scenario 2
(442,849,489 ton-miles), as provided in Table 12. The origin-destination type which
accounts for the largest proportion of ton-miles is still township to river port shipments
with 48.4%, but elevators with rail to river port shipments increased from 3.6% in
Scenario 2 to 18.2% in Scenario 3, indicating elevators with rail to river port shipments
account for a larger proportion of ton-miles. The average distance for elevator to river
port (75.5 miles) and elevators with rail to river ports (83.8 miles) truck shipments
increased considerably from both Scenarios 1 and 2, with elevators with rail to river port
shipments increasing almost 30 miles in average distance.
Table 12--Scenario 3 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.84
48.41
0.02
21.09
18.18
100.00

6,337
4,986
25,418
13
5,214
4,109
46,075

13.75
10.82
55.17
0.03
11.32
8.92
100.00

28.16
16.95
86.45
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.44

33,557,393
42,123,150
298,080,282
124,837
129,876,762
111,915,829
615,678,253
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The distribution of ton-miles by highway type is very similar to Scenario 2 with state
highways supporting 83% and county highways supporting 13.6% of total ton-miles, as
indicated in Table 13. However, infrastructure impacts increase to $8,505,204, up from
Scenario 2 ($6,739,499) and Scenario 1 ($6,381,042), with state highways now
requiring the largest proportion of infrastructure need at 60% followed by county roads
with 39.3%. The increase in infrastructure requirements is due to additional truck-barge
traffic when rail capacity is constrained. However, while state highways account for
more ton-miles and needed infrastructure investment, county highways represent more
total highway miles than state or interstate highways.
Table 13--Scenario 3 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by
Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,281,034
511,666,561
83,730,658
615,678,253

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

3.29
83.11
13.60
100.00

40,552
5,115,471
3,349,181
8,505,204

0.48
60.15
39.38
100.00

316.40
2,396.60
4,237.20
6950.20

% of
Total
Miles
4.55
34.48
60.97
100.00

Overall, when rail capacity is constrained to 110% of historical volume, less wheat is
shipped via rail and more shipped via barge, resulting in additional volume trucked to or
below the Tri-Cities. Transportation costs increase from 49.61 cents/bushel in Scenario
1 to 53.76 cents/bushel. Both ton-miles and highway infrastructure investment need
increase due to the increase in long distance truck hauls.
Scenario 4. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10%

The two operating Class I rail companies in the region could realize that after a
drawdown they possess a relatively comparative advantage over the now more
expensive truck-barge alternative and decide to take advantage of captive shippers by
charging higher shipping rates. Some wheat shippers could then switch from rail to
truck-barge as rail rates increase, reflecting a substitution effect, since river ports are
assumed to have no capacity constraints. The average highway flow from wheat
shipments does, in fact, increase slightly to 105,614 tons, compared to Scenario 3
(105,542 tons), as illustrated in Figure 8. The small rightward shift in the distribution of
wheat highway flows illustrates the larger volume of wheat bound for river ports at or
below the Tri-Cities when compared to Scenario 3. While the geographic
representation of Scenarios 3 and 4 appears identical, the flow categories are larger
with some highway segments reaching a maximum of 4,577,928 tons of wheat truck
traffic. SR 395 and SR 17 support heavy truck flows from the north and SR 26 and SR
260 support heavy truck traffic from the east, all heading to the ports at or below the TriCities.
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Figure 8: Scenario 4 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail Rates Increasing 10% Highway Flows
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The distribution of wheat volume by origin-destination type is very similar to Scenario 3,
as outlined in Table 14. The change in wheat volume occurs for elevators with rail to
river port shipments, which increases 62,947 bushels compared to Scenario 3. Rail
shipments decrease by the same amount and, as expected, barge volume increases by
an equal amount.
Table 14--Scenario 4 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% - Volume and
Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
23,080,975

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.38

6,443,100
11,581,216
11,335,051
24,349
7,473,781
6,277,115

8.91
16.01
15.67
0.03
10.33
8.68

22.79
23.16
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.20

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,090,891

20.39

10,046,364

13.89

37.08

105,745,233
132,836,124

79.61
100.00

19,150,911
72,331,887

26.48
100.00

18.11
54.45

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Total transportation and shipping costs equal $72,331,887 (54.45 cents/bushel),
representing a 4.8 cent/bushel increase over Scenario 1, a 3.8 cent/bushel increase
over Scenario 2, and a 0.7 cent/bushel increase over Scenario 3. And, as a result of
the increase in rail rates, the only origin-destination type, which experienced an
increase in transportation costs, is rail shipments to Portland, increasing from 33.72
cents/bushel in Scenario 3 to 37.08 cents/bushel in Scenario 4.
Since truck traffic has increased, total ton-miles increase also from 615,678,253 tonmiles in Scenario 3 to 615,858,416 ton-miles in Scenario 4, as described in Table 15.
The proportion of ton-miles attributed to different origin-destination types does not
change much, except for a small increase in the percentage of ton-miles generated by
elevators with rail to river port shipments. There is also little change in total miles and
average distance for different origin-destination shipments. This implies that even
though elevators with rail now ship more wheat via truck-barge, creating more ton-miles,
they are utilizing the same highway routes to the river ports as before in Scenario 3.
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Table 15--Scenario 4 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% -Ton-mile and
Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.84
48.40
0.02
21.09
18.20
100.00

6,337
4,947
25,418
13
5,214
4,109
46,036

13.76
10.75
55.21
0.03
11.33
8.92
100.00

28.16
16.82
86.45
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.39

33,557,393
42,128,773
298,067,151
125,143
129,876,763
112,103,193
615,858,416

Infrastructure impacts also increase with a rail rate increase of 10% (Table 16). Total
infrastructure impacts reach $8,510,970, slightly more than the $8,505,204 accumulated
in Scenario 3. However, the proportion of infrastructure need for different highway
types remains the same with state highways requiring 60.1%, county highways requiring
39.4%, and interstate highways requiring 0.5%.
Table 16--Scenario 4 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,265,380
511,775,411
83,817,625
615,858,416

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total
Miles

% of
Total
Miles

3.29
83.10
13.61
100.00

40,525
5,117,783
3,352,662
8,510,970

0.48
60.13
39.39
100.00

316.40
2,394.50
4,239.00
6949.90

4.55
34.45
60.99
100.00

Overall, a 10% rail rate increase when rail capacity is constrained to 110% of historical
volume causes a 0.7 cent/bushel increase in shipper cost as compared to Scenario 3,
Scenario 2, and Scenario 1 (on average with some shippers experiencing up to 3.4
cents/bushel increase), 62,947 less bushels (or 19 rail cars) shipped via rail, and $5,766
more in infrastructure investments to support additional truck traffic.
Scenario 5. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20%

Rail companies operating in the eastern Washington region may choose to increase rail
rates in excess of 10% in a post-drawdown environment, either attempting to exert more
monopoly pricing over wheat shippers or to recapture investment in equipment and
facilities to handle the larger wheat volumes moving via rail. In either case, it is possible
that rail rates could increase as much as 20% and thereby generate greater truck-barge
traffic than in the case of only a 10% rail rate increase. Once again, average truck
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highway flows increase, as graphically illustrated in Figure 9. The general pattern of
highway flows collecting and funneling wheat towards the Tri-Cities continues as in all
scenarios involving no barge access above the Tri-Cities. However, wheat truck flows
are heavier with a 20% increase in rail rates than any previous scenario, although only
slightly heavier than Scenario 4. The average wheat highway flows equal 105,639 tons,
up slightly from Scenario 3 (105,542 tons) and Scenario 4 (105,614), thus illustrating
that the price response from a 10% increase to a 20% increase was less than the price
response from a no price increase to a 10% price increase.
The volume of wheat shipped remains the same for different origin-destination types,
except for elevator with rail to river port shipments, which increases slightly to
23,130,975 bushels, up from 23,080,975 bushels in Scenario 4, and 23,018,028
bushels in Scenario 3, as provided in Table 17. The volume of wheat shipped via rail
decreases by the same amount as the increase in barge volume. Total transportation
costs now equal $73,244,613 (55.14 cents/bushel), which is a 0.7 cent/bushel increase
over Scenario 4, a 1.4 cents/bushel increase over Scenario 3, a 4.5 cents/bushel
increase over Scenario 2, and a 5.5 cents/bushel increase over Scenario 1. Rail
shipments to Portland for Scenario 5 average 40.46 cents/bushel, compared to 37.08
cents/bushel in Scenario 4 and 33.72 cents/bushel in Scenario 3.
Table 17--Scenario 5 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
23,130,975

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.41

6,443,264
11,581,216
11,335,051
24,348
7,473,618
6,285,877

8.80
15.81
15.48
0.03
10.20
8.58

22.79
23.16
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.18

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,040,891

20.36

10,941,249

14.94

40.46

105,795,233
132,836,124

79.64
100.00

19,159,991
73,244,613

26.16
100.00

18.11
55.14

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total
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Figure 9: Scenario 5 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail Rates Increasing 20% Highways Flows
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Total ton-miles increase slightly again with the 20% increase in rail rates to 615,985,013
ton-miles, as detailed in Table 18. This is an increase of 126,597 ton-miles compared
to Scenario 4, which generated 615,858,416 ton-miles. The majority of increase in tonmiles came from elevators with rail to river port truck shipments. However, there was
little change in total miles or average distance for different origin-destination shipment
types.
Table 18--Scenario 5 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.84
48.39
0.02
21.08
18.22
100.00

6,356
4,939
25,418
13
5,214
4,109
46,047

13.80
10.73
55.20
0.03
11.32
8.92
100.00

28.12
16.79
86.45
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.35

33,563,131
42,130,607
298,067,136
125,143
129,874,801
112,224,195
615,985,013

Total highway infrastructure impacts equal $8,512,506, with 60.1% of this amount
needed for state highways and 39.4% from county highways (Table 19). While the
proportion of infrastructure investment needed for different highway types has not
changed from Scenario 4 to Scenario 5, total infrastructure investment needed to
support the additional truck traffic does marginally increase by $1,536.
Table 19--Scenario 5 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,265,380
511,892,914
83,826,719
615,985,013

Infrastructure
Need
($)
40,525
5,118,949
3,353,032
8,512,506

% of Total
Ton-miles
3.29
83.10
13.61
100.00

% of
Total $
Need
0.48
60.13
39.39
100.00

Total Miles
316.40
2,394.50
4,239.00
6949.90

% of
Total
Miles
4.55
34.45
60.99
100.00

Increasing rail rates, as we expect, causes some elevators, which have rail-loading
capabilities to change from rail and toward truck-barge. However, this substitution
effect will initially only impact those elevators with rail loading capabilities, which are
proximate to the Tri-Cities, since the trade-off involves comparing the rail and truckbarge rate. As the magnitude of rail rate increases becomes greater, elevators, which
are further away from, the Tri-Cities become more susceptible to switching from rail to
truck-barge since the margin between the truck-barge rate and the rail rate decreases.
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Scenario 6. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10%

We now turn to price responses from barge companies, assuming that initial rail rates
remain unchanged and rail car supply is at 110% of historical volumes. Eliminating 8 of
the 17 river ports serviced by barge companies will impact the operating and pricing
characteristics of barge companies, who may attempt to increase rates in the short-run
to offset decreased economies of size resulting from less back haul and shorter haul
opportunities.
Highway wheat flows continue to funnel to the Tri-Cities, even when barge rates
increase 10%, as illustrated in Figure 10. However, mean truck highway flows are
predicted to shift to the left when compared to Scenario 3, illustrating less truck-barge
shipments and greater volume being shipped via rail. But average highway flows
actually increased slightly with a 10% increase in barge rates, compared to Scenario 3,
where rail is constrained to 110% of historical volume and no transportation rate
changes exist. Average highway flows with a 10% increase in barge rates are equal to
105,652 tons, slightly more than the 105,542 tons for Scenario 3. While the average
highway flow increases slightly, the highway segments with the maximum (yellow)
wheat flows remains unchanged at 4,575,559 tons for both Scenario 3 and Scenario 6.
The big switch in the amount of wheat volume moving through different origindestination combinations is for elevators with rail to river port shipments, comparing
Tables 11 and 20. For elevators with rail access, 87,629 fewer bushels are shipped to
river ports, but rather shipped to Portland via rail. Thus, a 10% increase in the barge
rate results in a less than 1% increase in the volume of grain shipped via rail. It is
interesting to note that no changes occur in the volume of grain shipped from township
to elevator, township to elevator with rail, township to river port, elevator to elevator with
rail, and elevator to river port, yet the total ton-miles are both slightly higher. This is
because shifts have occurred within each origin-destination type, resulting in slightly
longer distance hauls. This is evident in the slightly higher transportation cost for each
movement, as illustrated in Table 20, and the larger total miles for each origindestination type, as described in Table 21.
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Figure 10: Scenario 6 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Barge Rates Increasing 10% Highway Flows
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Table 20--Scenario 6 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
22,930,399

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.26

6,443,532
11,587,029
11,336,941
24,349
7,473,782
6,246,583

8.79
15.80
15.46
0.03
10.19
8.52

22.79
23.17
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.24

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,241,467

20.51

9,183,662

12.52

33.71

105,594,657
132,836,124

79.49
100.00

21,034,625
73,330,501

28.68
100.00

19.92
55.20

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Table 21--Scenario 6 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.88
48.42
.02
21.09
18.13
100.00

6,466
5,054
25,195
13
5,214
4,109
46,050

14.04
10.97
54.71
0.03
11.32
8.92
100.00

28.48
17.13
86.28
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.35

33,572,520
42,389,003
298,145,212
125,143
129,876,763
111,644,659
615,753,300

Total transportation costs increased considerably to $73,330,501 (55.20 cents/bushel),
due mostly to the larger proportion of grain impacted by a barge rate increase. The
10% increase in barge rates increased total transportation costs per bushel by 1.4
cents/bushel, compared to a 0.7 cent/bushel increase in total transportation costs from
a 10% increase in rail rates. Once again, this is mostly due to the relatively larger
volume of wheat shipped via barge as opposed to truck or rail.
Total ton-miles increase with a 10% increase in barge rates to 615,753,300 ton-miles,
generating more ton-miles than Scenario 3 (615,678,253 ton-miles), but less than
Scenario 4 (615,858,4161 ton-miles) and Scenario 5 (615,985,013 ton-miles). The
amount of ton-miles generated from township to elevator and township to elevator with
rail also increased when compared to Scenario 3; however, the increase in ton-miles
was not due to larger wheat volumes moving via these origin-destination types, but
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rather shipments traveling further and thus, creating more ton-miles. This is especially
evident by the increase in average distance for township to elevator and township to
elevator with rail shipments, compared to Scenario 3 (Table 12) and Scenario 6 (Table
21).
The amount of financial investment in highway infrastructure required to support truck
traffic as a result of a 10% increase in barge rates is slightly less without the barge rate
increase.
Total highway infrastructure impacts are $8,499,946, compared to
$8,505,204 for Scenario 3, as indicated in Table 22. The reason highway impacts
declined in total is because there was a slight shift away from truck traffic on county
roads to better built state and interstate highways. However, while state highways
require 60.2% of the total infrastructure investment to support wheat truck flows, county
roads account for 61% of total miles.
Table 22--Scenario 6 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,598,561
511,579,851
83,574,888
615,753,300

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

3.35
83.08
13.57
100.00

41,192
5,115,800
3,342,954
8,499,946

0.48
60.19
39.33
100.00

316.40
2,393.50
4,236.30
6946.20

% of
Total
Miles
4.56
34.46
60.99
100.00

In summary, when barge rates increase 10%, rail is substituted for truck-barge, albeit
only slightly. Transportation costs for all wheat is 55.20 cents/bushel, up 5.6
cents/bushel from Scenario 1. Due to slightly less truck shipments to river ports, total
ton-miles is less than Scenarios 4 and 5, but more than Scenario 3. Highway
infrastructure investment needs also decline slightly.
Scenario 7. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20%

The combination of decreased down river and upriver commodity shipments could
cause barge companies to increase shipping rates as much as 20%. Highway wheat
shipments continue to show the pattern first established with the no barge Scenario 2,
where wheat shipments collect on key corridors heading for river ports at or below the
Tri-Cities, as graphically illustrated in Figure 11. Average highway flows are only
slightly less with 105,596 tons, compared to when barge rates increased only 10%
(105,652 tons). However, it is easy to identify which highways support the majority of
wheat shipments and which corridors become critical with river drawdown and price
changes. SR 17 and SR 395 both support heavy truck traffic heading to the Tri-Cities
from the north while SR 26 and SR 260 support heavy truck traffic from the east.
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The volume of wheat shipped via different truck origin-destination types remains
unchanged except for elevators with rail to river port shipments, which decreases in
volume from 22,930,399 bushels with the 10% barge rate increase to 22,912,899
bushels with a 20% barge rate increase. The difference in wheat volume represents the
additional amount now utilizing rail transport to Portland, with truck-barge now a
relatively more expensive shipping option. The distribution of wheat shipments between
rail and barge now more closely resembles Scenario 3 with 79.6% of all wheat shipped
via barge and 20.4% of all wheat shipped via rail, as indicated in Table 11. These
results indicate that the price difference between rail and truck-barge is large for some
elevators, depending on their location.
The total transportation and shipping cost with a 20% increase in barge rates is
$75,242,956 (56.64 cents/bushel), which is 1.4 cents/bushel more than with a 10%
increase in barge rates and 1.5 cents/bushel more than the total transportation and
shipping costs with a 20% increase in rail rates. The average shipping rate for barge
transport to Portland is the only origin-destination shipment type, which increased from
19.92 cents/bushel in Scenario 6 to 21.73 cents/bushel.
Table 23--Scenario 7 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination
Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
22,912,899

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.25

6,443,532
11,589,730
11,337,890
4,349
7,473,782
6,241,591

8.56
15.40
15.07
0.03
9.93
8.30

22.79
23.17
20.79
15.22
26.58
27.24

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,258,967

20.52

9,189,034

12.21

33.71

105,577,157
132,836,124

79.48
100.00

22,943,050
75,242,956

30.49
100.00

21.73
56.64

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

The 20% increase in barge rates generated less total ton-miles than the 10% increase
in barge rates, declining from 615,753,300 ton-miles in Scenario 6 to 615,671,782 tonmiles in Scenario 7. Township to elevators with rail and township to river ports actually
generated slightly more ton-miles due to longer distance hauls, but elevators with rail to
river port truck shipments decreased substantially, causing ton-miles for this origindestination type to decline also when compared to Scenario 6. However, the total miles
and average distance of truck shipments do not change much when compared to the
10% barge rate increase (comparing Table 21 with Table 24).
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Figure 11: Scenario 7 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Barge Rates Increasing 20% Highway Flows
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Table 24--Scenario 7 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.89
48.43
0.02
21.10
18.11
100.00

6,462
5,111
25,195
13
5,214
4,109
46,103

14.02
11.09
54.65
0.03
11.31
8.91
100.00

28.47
17.26
86.29
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.36

33,572,520
42,396,979
298,176,670
125,143
129,876,763
111,523,707
615,671,782

The decrease in total ton-miles generated from a 20% increase in barge rates also
produces less highway infrastructure impacts, as depicted in Table 25. The total
monetary demands needed to support wheat truck shipments on eastern Washington
highways with a Snake River drawdown, rail constrained to 110% of historical volume,
and a 20% increase in barge rates is $8,498,435. Thus, while shippers face higher
transportation and shipping rates, infrastructure impacts decrease due to less truckbarge traffic and more rail shipments. The majority of road impacts fall on the state
highways (60.19%), followed by the county roads (39.33%), and lastly, the interstate
highways (0.48%).
Table 25--Scenario 7 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,598,561
511,521,656
83,551,565
615,671,782

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

3.35
83.08
13.57
100.00

41,192
5,115,221
3,342,022
8,498,435

0.48
60.19
39.33
100.00

316.40
2,393.50
4,236.50
6946.40

% of
Total
Miles
4.55
34.46
60.99
100.00

Scenario 8. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume with Both Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10%

A Snake River drawdown will likely result in a combination of actions by both rail and
barge companies, some leading to higher shipping rates from both modes. Hence, this
evaluation would not be complete without considering rate increases from both rail and
barge and evaluating the simultaneous impact.
The geographical representation of wheat flows from truck shipments appears similar to
all other no-barge scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 12. However, the average highway
flows are heavier than any previous scenario with 105,665 tons, indicating heavier
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overall truck traffic. While the average highway wheat flows are heavier than prior
scenarios, the heavy extremes (greater than three standard deviations to the right of the
mean) are not as large as those generated by the scenarios involving rail rate
increases. Hence, the distribution of highway wheat flows is more statistically narrow
and shifted slightly to the right, compared to previous scenarios.
Increasing both rail and barge rates 10% appears to favor barge with less wheat volume
being shipped on rail and more moving via barge, as described in Table 26. Compared
to Scenario 3 when rail is constrained to 110% of historical volume and no price
changes, the volume of wheat shipped to Portland via rail declines from 27,153,838
bushels in Scenario 3 to 27,099,481 bushels when both rail and barge rates increase
10%. This decrease of 54,357 bushels is the amount by which truck shipments from
elevators with rail to river ports and barge shipments to Portland increases.
Table 26--Scenario 8 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
23,072,385

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.37

6,443,532
11,581,255
11,336,424
24,349
7,473,782
6,275,836

8.68
15.60
15.27
0.03
10.07
8.45

22.79
23.16
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.20

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,099,481

20.40

10,049,285

13.54

37.08

105,736,643
132,836,124

79.60
100.00

21,062,346
74,246,808

28.37
100.00

19.92
55.89

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

However, one reason that barge becomes relatively more attractive than rail is due to
the absolute magnitude, a 10% increase in price has on each rate. The average rail
cost is 37.08 cents/bushel compared to 19.92 cents/bushel for the average barge rate,
as indicated in Table 26. A 10% increase in both rates results in rail rates increasing
3.7 cents/bushel and barge rates increasing 1.9 cents/bushel, with truck rates remaining
unchanged, thus explaining the shift from rail to barge.
Total transportation and shipping costs with a 10% increase in barge and rail rates is
$74,246,808 (55.89 cents/bushel), which is 6.68 cents/bushel larger than the initial
Scenario, 5.3 cents/ bushel more than Scenario 2, and 2.1 cents/bushel more than
Scenario 3. The only previous scenario, which generated a larger transportation cost, is
Scenario 7 (56.64 cents/bushel) where barge rates increased 20%.
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Figure 12: Scenario 8 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates
Increasing 10% - Highway Flows
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Township to river port truck shipments still generates the largest proportion of ton-miles,
creating 48.4% of the 615,920,221 total ton-miles (Table 27). In fact, the only previous
scenario, which generated more total ton-miles, was Scenario 5 with a 20% increase in rail
rates, which produced 615,985,013 ton-miles. As with previous scenarios, the change in tonmiles is driven mostly by the change in wheat volume trucked from elevators with rail to river
ports, which increases in this scenario, compared to Scenario 3. However, the total miles and
average distance of truck shipments decreases slightly.

Table 27--Scenario 8 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination
Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.84
48.40
0.02
21.09
18.20
100.00

6,476
4,955
25,195
13
5,214
4,109
45,961

14.09
10.78
54.82
0.03
11.34
8.94
100.00

28.53
16.85
86.28
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.32

33,570,564
42,128,180
298,128,429
125,143
129,876,763
112,091,142
615,920,221

The amount of highway rehabilitation needed to support wheat truck flows is $8,510,869, with
60.1% for interstates for state highways, 39.4% for county roads, and 0.5% for interstates
(Table 28). While this amount is slightly more than the $8,505,204 for Scenario 3, it is smaller
than the highway infrastructure investment needs for each of the scenarios involving rail rate
increases.

Table 28--Scenario 8 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,291,285
511,827,876
83,801,060
615,920,221

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

3.29
83.10
13.61
100.00

40,578
5,118,289
3,352,002
8,510,869

0.48
60.14
39.39
100.00

316.40
2,393.70
4,239.00
6949.10

% of
Total
Miles
4.55
34.45
61.00
100.00

Scenario 9. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume with Both Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20%
This particular scenario represents an increasingly less desirable situation for wheat shippers
who face longer distance truck hauls for river port shipments due to a river drawdown, and a
20% increase in both rail and barge rates. While no significant change appears in highway
wheat flows, as illustrated in Figure 13, average highway flows increase yet again to their
highest point with 105,691 tons. However, other than the mean shifting slightly to the right, no
other immediate change appears in the distribution of highway wheat flows.
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Figure 13: Scenario 9 – Wheat – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates
Increasing 20% - Highway Flows
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Similar to the previous scenario, price increases in both rail and barge rates appear to
favor barge shipments with 8,590 bushels switching from rail to barge when moving
from a 10% to 20% increase in both rates. This amount is equal to the increase in truck
shipments from elevators with rail to river ports, comparing Scenarios 8 and 9. It may
seem curious why elevators with rail access appear to be the only origin type which is
impacted from price changes (either from rail or barge). The primary reason is because
elevators with rail have two options (truck-barge or rail) that are immediately affected by
changes in the relative price of each option. Wheat shipments from townships are
dictated predominately by distance and truck shipping costs which are not as affected
by changing rail and barge rates. Wheat shippers at elevators without rail are limited to
trucking wheat to river ports unless they choose to tranship to an elevator with rail
capabilities. However, any transhipments receive additional handling charges at the
destination elevator with rail, thus making wheat transhipments more expensive. This is
why transhipments are quite low throughout all scenarios. In reality, most grain
cooperatives internalize any handling charges for transhipments from elevators that
they own.
Total transportation and shipping costs, from 20% increases in both rail and barge
rates, is $77,075,055 (58.02 cents/bushel), producing the largest transportation rate of
all scenarios. This represents an 8.4 cents/bushel increase from the initial scenario,
with the big increases originating from the rail and barge components, as described in
Table 29. The largest proportion of total transportation costs is from barge shipments
with 29.8%, followed by township to elevators with rail truck shipments with 15% and
township to river port truck shipments with 14.7%.
Table 29--Scenario 9 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port

28,277,087
50,011,866
54,547,171
160,000
28,117,087
23,080,975

21.29
37.65
41.06
0.12
21.17
17.38

6,443,532
11,581,216
11,336,424
24,349
7,473,782
6,277,115

8.36
15.03
14.71
0.03
9.70
8.14

22.79
23.16
20.78
15.22
26.58
27.20

Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland

27,090,891

20.39

10,959,668

14.22

40.46

105,745,233
132,836,124

79.61
100.00

22,978,970
77,075,055

29.81
100.00

21.73
58.02

Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

The total ton-miles resulting from a 20% increase in barge and rail rates is 615,936,645
ton-miles, the largest total ton-miles generated from any previous scenario except for
Scenario 5 with 615,985,013 ton-miles. Township to river port truck shipments still
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account for 48.4% of these ton-miles, followed by elevator to river port truck shipments
with 21.1% and elevators with rail to river port truck shipments with 18.2%, as provided
in Table 30. The largest majority (83.1%) of these ton-miles occur on state highways,
followed by county roads (13.6%), as listed in Table 31.
Table 30--Scenario 9 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Total

33,572,520
42,130,611
298,128,415
125,143
129,876,763
112,103,193
615,936,645

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

5.45
6.84
48.40
0.02
21.09
18.20
100.00

6,462
4,938
25,195
13
5,214
4,109
45,930

14.07
10.75
54.86
0.03
11.35
8.95
100.00

28.47
16.79
86.28
12.63
75.57
83.85
49.28

Table 31--Scenario 9 - Wheat - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,290,791
511,840,288
83,805,566
615,936,645

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

3.29
83.10
13.61
100.00

40,576
5,118,422
3,352,182
8,511,180

0.48
60.14
39.39
100.00

316.40
2,391.40
4,239.00
6946.80

% of
Total
Miles
4.55
34.42
61.02
100.00

The amount of highway infrastructure investment needed to support these wheat flows
is $8,511,180, divided between state highways (60.1%), county roads (39.4%), and
interstates (0.5%). This amount is second only to Scenario 5, which generated
infrastructure investment requirements of $8,512,506. However, compared to the initial
scenario, the infrastructure impacts from this scenario are $1.2 million greater,
representing a sizeable investment need.
Increasing both rail and barge rates in a post-river drawdown environment cause grain
shippers to choose truck-barge over rail, as the volume of wheat shipped via rail
decreases and truck-barge volumes increase. Total transportation costs reach the
highest level for all scenarios (58.02 cents/bushel) as both rail and barge shippers
experience price hikes. Increases in the volume of truck-barge shipments cause tonmiles to increase and infrastructure investment needs to reach $8,511,180.
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Barley Transportation Optimization Results
Scenario 1. Initial Case
The discussion now shifts from wheat to barley, evaluating each of the different policy
scenarios discussed for wheat above. Total barley production in eastern Washington is
considerably less than total wheat production, with 1994 barley production equal to
16,718,505 bushels compared to 132,836,124 bushels for wheat. Unlike wheat, a sizeable
amount of eastern Washington barley is sold to large cattle feedlots in the Columbia River
Basin region. Thus, the barley analysis model will include 11 feedlots as additional final
demand points for barley shipments.
Highway truck flows for barley shipments are considerably less than wheat truck flows, due
to relatively less barley production, as illustrated in Figure 14. Barley highway flows exhibit
a similar pattern as the initial scenario for wheat, with shipments collecting on primary
corridors heading for river ports and feedlots. Even with open access to river ports above
the Tri-Cities, a large volume of barley moves to the river ports at the Tri-Cities, utilizing SR
395 and I 82 as primary corridors. The average barley flow on highways is 11,188 tons,
with barley flows that are greater than three standard deviations to the right of the mean
reaching 228,600 tons. Thus, while the scale and magnitude of barley truck flows are less
than wheat shipments, it is evident in the geographic representation of highway flows which
roads and highways support barley truck shipments to market in this initial scenario.
The majority of barley production in eastern Washington is shipped to Portland via truckbarge (62.3%), as described in Table 32. All of the barley volume, which is shipped to
Portland via truck-barge, reaches river ports directly from townships without going through
elevators. Likewise, most of the 37.6% of barley production, which is shipped to feedlots, is
also shipped directly from townships instead of going through an elevator. Rail shipments
to Portland account for only a fraction of barley shipments.
Table 32--Scenario 1 - Barley - Initial Case - Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
4,177
10,410,272
6,286,891
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
0.03
62.27
37.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,942
1,545
1,432,203
1,674,484
0
0
0
6,904

0.13
0.03
30.26
35.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15

34.62
36.99
13.76
26.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

4,177

0.03

1,010

0.02

24.18

10,410,272
16,718,505

62.27
100.00

1,611,410
4,733,498

34.04
100.00

15.48
28.31
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Figure 14: Scenario 1 – Barley – Initial Case – Highway Flows
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The total transportation and shipping cost for barley is $4,733,498 (28.31 cents/bushel),
with township to river port truck shipments accounting for 30.3% of total costs, township
to feedlot truck shipments representing 35.4% of the total costs, and river port to
Portland barge shipments representing 34% of total costs. The reason barley
transportation costs/bushel are cheaper than wheat is due to the relationship of rate to
weight and the difference in weight characteristics of the two commodities: One bushel
of wheat equals 60 pounds and one bushel of barley equals 48 pounds.
The majority of ton-miles generated from barley shipments are from township to river
port (42.6%) truck shipments and township to feedlots (57%) truck shipments.
Township to elevator and elevator to feedlot truck shipments also generate some
additional ton-miles, but represent only a fraction of the total 52,104,789 ton-miles
generated from all barley truck shipments (Table 33). The total miles traveled for all
barley truck shipments is 40,680 miles, divided mostly between township to feedlot
(71.5%) and township to river port (26.1%) shipments. The average distance for each
origin-destination type is much larger than for wheat shipments, with the exception of
township to river port shipments. However, given that the average distance from
township to elevators with and without rail is significant, it is not surprising that direct
township to river port and township to feedlot shipments are the least cost majority.
Table 33--Scenario 1 - Barley - Initial Case - Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

86,764
19,476
22,179,162
29,721,045
0
0
0
98,342
52,104,789

0.17
0.04
42.57
57.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.19
100.00

644
190
10,612
29,081
0
0
0
154
40,680

1.58
0.47
26.09
71.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.38
100.00

91.99
94.99
66.74
111.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
94.60

The total ton-miles accumulated on each highway classification are quite different for
barley truck shipments than wheat, as described in Table 34. State highways still
account for the largest proportion of total ton-miles with 62.8%; however, interstate
highways are second with 22.7%, followed by county roads with 14.5%. The larger
percentage of interstate ton-miles is due to the truck shipments on I 82, east of the TriCities heading to feedlots in the vicinity of Sunnyside, WA. When these ton-miles are
translated into financial terms, total highway infrastructure investments required to
support barley truck shipments is $652,898. However, due to differences in the design
performance of highways, infrastructure investments required on state highways
account for 50.2%, county roads with 46.2%, and interstate highways with 3.6%. The
number of miles of total highway was 4,833, with 50.6% being county roads, 44.3%
state highways, and 5.1% interstate highways.
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Table 34--Scenario 1- Barley - Initial Case - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by
Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

11,838,366
32,732,601
7,533,822
52,104,789

22.72
62.82
14.46
100.00

23,670
327,923
301,305
652,898

3.63
50.23
46.15
100.00

246.00
2,139.50
2,447.00
4832.50

% of
Total
Miles
5.09
44.27
50.64
100.00

Barley shippers rely heavily on truck-barge shipments to Portland (62.3%) or truck
shipments directly to feedlots (37.6%), with very little grain shipped through elevators. The
total average transportation costs to ship all 16,718,505 bushels to market is 28.31
cents/bushel. Since the majority of shipments involve a significant truck component, tonmiles are quite high at 52,104,789 with the majority of ton-miles caused by township to
feedlot truck shipments (57%).

Scenario 2. No Barge Above the Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Unconstrained
Eliminating barge access to river ports above the Tri-Cities impacts barley shipments similar
to the way it does wheat shipments (Figure 15). The volume of barley, which continues to
be shipped via truck-barge, must now travel greater distances and utilize different highways
to access river ports at or below the Tri-Cities. Many highways, which became the critical
corridors for wheat truck shipments in a post-drawdown environment are the same for
barley shipments. Collectively, barley highway flows now funnel towards the Tri-Cities on
strategic highways like SR 395, I 82, SR 260, and SR 26. Average highway flows more
than double from 11,188 tons in Scenario 1 to 25,892 tons, with maximum flows reaching as
high as 600,481 tons. The river drawdown, therefore, impacts highway truck traffic from
barley shipments by shifting the distribution to the right representing heavier flows and
creating a wider statistical right side tail representing larger extremes.
Barley transportation flows do shift in response to a Snake River drawdown, with less
volume shipped to Portland via barge and more volume shipped via rail. However, while
the magnitude of volumes have changed slightly for different origin-destination types, the
overall proportion of barley shipments by each mode and shipment type is fairly close to the
initial scenario. Township to river port volumes decrease from 10,410,272 bushels in
Scenario 1 to 10,402,126 bushels in Scenario 2, a decrease of 8,146 bushels. This is the
same amount by which barge shipments from river ports to Portland decreased and rail
shipments to Portland increased, thus illustrating the direct substitution of rail for barge by
some shippers.
Total transportation costs increase $1,140,548 (6.8 cents/bushel) with a river drawdown to
reach $5,874,046 (35.14 cents/bushel). However, while the average cost increase is 6.8
cents/bushel, some shippers will experience an increase of 13 cents/bushel. The increase
in transportation costs per bushel for barley is larger relative to wheat due to the heavy
reliance on truck-barge. With a river drawdown, township to river ports truck shipments
now represent 47.3% of total transportation costs compared to 30.3% in Scenario 1, as
described in Table 35.
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Figure 15: Scenario 2 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained – Highway Flows
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Table 35--Scenario 2 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained-Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

16,765
12,323
10,402,126
6,287,291
0
0
0
16,765

0.10
0.07
62.22
37.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,805
3,460
2,775,546
1,731,414
0
0
0
6,743

0.10
0.06
47.25
29.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11

34.63
28.08
26.68
27.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

12,323

0.07

2,642

0.05

21.44

10,402,126
16,718,505

62.22
100.00

1,348,436
5,874,046

22.96
100.00

12.96
35.14

Total ton-miles from barley truck shipments more than double when river access above
the Tri-Cities is removed, as provided in Table 36. The large majority of the
108,106,656 total ton-miles are generated from township to river port (61.3%) and
township to feedlot (38.4%) truck shipments. The proportion of ton-miles on state
highways also increased from 62.8% in Scenario 1 to 74.5% in Scenario 2, as detailed
in Table 37. Total miles also increases from 40,680 miles in Scenario 1 to 48,769 miles
in Scenario 2, with 63% due to township to feedlot shipments and 34.5% from township
to river port shipments. The average distance for township to river port shipments
increased from 66.7 miles to 112.9 miles, reflecting the greater distance to river ports at
or below the Tri-Cities.
Table 36--Scenario 2 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

83,944
30,901
66,317,680
41,550,013
0
0
0
124,118
108,106,656

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.03
61.34
38.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
100.00

644
407
16,826
30,739
0
0
0
154
48,769

1.32
0.83
34.50
63.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
100.00

91.99
67.82
112.92
114.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
112.89
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Following the pattern of increased ton-miles, highway infrastructure impacts also
increased from $652,898 in Scenario 1 to $1,143,954 in Scenario 2. State highways
need 70.4% of this amount to support barley truck shipments followed by county roads
with 26.1%, and interstates at 3.5%. However, while state highways represent the
largest proportion of ton-miles and infrastructure need, county roads have the largest
proportion of total miles, indicating that state highways support numerous truck trips on
the same segment of highway while county roads support more long distance barley
shipments.
Table 37--Scenario 2 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Unconstrained - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,113,178
80,531,979
7,461,499
108,106,656

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.60
74.49
6.90
100.00

40,226
805,292
298,436
1,143,954

3.52
70.40
26.09
100.00

267.70
2,062.90
2,466.60
4797.20

% of
Total
Miles
5.58
43.00
51.42
100.00

In summary, a river drawdown adversely impacts barley shippers in a similar manner as
it does for wheat shippers. Total transportation costs increase on average 6.8
cents/bushel with increases of 13-cents/ bushel for some shippers.
Scenario 3. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume

A Snake River drawdown, without any constraints on the volume of grain, which may be
shipped by rail, resulted in large volumes of wheat switching from barge to rail. It is
unlikely, given current seasonal rail car shortages that elevators with rail access would
be able to absorb the total volume of grain, which would change to rail in a postdrawdown environment. However, given the small amount of barley, which utilized rail
in the initial scenario and the relatively small increase in rail volume with the
unconstrained, drawdown Scenario 2, rail capacity for only barley shipments is not a
likely problem. When barley shipments are combined with wheat, however, the capacity
constraint on rail shipments may cause some reallocation of barley shipments. Visually,
there does not appear to be much change in which highways are predominately used
when rail is constrained to 110% of historical volumes, as illustrated in Figure 16.
Highway truck flows for barley shipments follow the same pattern as Scenario 2, with
selected highways collecting and funneling barley shipments toward the Tri-Cities
instead of toward Snake River grain ports as in Scenario 1. The distribution of barley
highway flows has changed slightly compared to Scenario 2, with mean flows lighter at
25,876 tons and the maximum highway barley flow at 600,212 tons. Hence, the
distribution of barley truck flows has statistically shifted slightly to the left.
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The distribution of barley volume by mode and origin-destination type has changed slightly
with a constraint on rail volume and a river drawdown. Truck shipments from townships to
elevators with and without rail have declined compared to the unconstrained Scenario 2,
along with decreased rail shipments and increased barge volumes.
Elevator to Portland rail shipments decrease from 12,323 bushels in Scenario 2 to 9,583
bushels in Scenario 3, the difference equal to the increase in barge shipments. Township to
feedlot shipments increased from 6,287,291 bushels in Scenario 2 to 6,291,533 in Scenario
3. Still, the vast majority of barley is either shipped directly from townships to river ports
(62.2%) or township to feedlot (37.6%).
Very little change occurred in the total transportation costs, comparing Table 35 (Scenario
2) and Table 38 (Scenario 3). While transportation costs did increase from $5,874,046 in
Scenario 2 to $5,874,351, the average cost per bushel is still 35.14 cents/bushel. The
distribution of total costs by different modes and origin-destination types remained
unchanged, although rail cost per bushel did increase from 21.44 cents/bushel in Scenario
2 to 32.28 cents/bushel in Scenario 3.
Table 38--Scenario 3 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

12,526
9,583
10,404,866
6,291,533
0
0
0
12,527

0.07
0.06
62.24
37.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07

4,354
3,561
2,776,714
1,732,793
0
0
0
5,038

0.07
0.06
47.27
29.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09

34.76
37.16
26.69
27.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

9,583

0.06

3,093

0.05

32.28

10,404,866
16,718,505

62.24
100.00

1,348,798
5,874,351

22.96
100.00

12.96
35.14

Total ton-miles generated by all truck shipments decreased slightly from 108,106,6561 tonmiles in Scenario 2 to 108,102,322 ton-miles in Scenario 3. Origin-destination types, which
had decreases in ton-miles, comparing Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, were township to
elevator shipments, and elevator to feedlot shipments, which combined for a decrease of
52,847 ton-miles, as, provided in Table 39. Township to elevator with rail, township to river
port and township to feedlot shipments all experienced increases in ton-miles, but combined
for less than those with decreases at 49,498 ton-miles. The amount of ton-miles by
highway classification experienced no change between Scenario 2 and Scenario 3.
However, the average distance for township to elevators with rail did increase from 67.8
miles in Scenario 2 to 78.8 in Scenario 3.
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Figure 16: Scenario 3 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume – Highway Flows
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Table 39--Scenario 3 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

64,196
35,241
66,334,624
41,578,228
0
0
0
91,019
108,103,308

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.06
0.03
61.36
38.46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
100.00

553
394
16,567
31,022
0
0
0
154
48,689

1.14
0.81
34.03
63.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
100.00

92.11
78.79
112.70
114.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.23

Total highway infrastructure investments when rail volume is constrained to 110% of
historical volume is about $100 less than when rail is unconstrained in a post-drawdown
environment, comparing Table 37 (Scenario 2) and Table 40 (Scenario 3). The total
highway infrastructure investment needed to support barley shipments is $1,143,855,
compared to $1,143,954 in Scenario 2. This is largely driven by the decline in total tonmiles. The proportion of investments by highway type remains unchanged with state
highways needing 70.4%, county roads 26.1%, and interstate highways accounting for
3.5%.
Table 40--Scenario 3 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume - Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by
Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,117,770
80,525,090
7,460,448
108,103,308

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.61
74.49
6.90
100.00

40,230
805,230
298,395
1,143,855

3.52
70.40
26.09
100.00

267.70
2,061.30
2,464.10
4793.10

% of
Total
Miles
5.59
43.01
51.41
100.00

In short, when rail is constrained to 110% of historical volume, very little change occurs
in the shipping patterns of barley shippers. Total transportation costs increase slightly
and more grain is shipped via truck-barge when compared to the drawdown scenario
without rail constraints. However, these changes are quite small due to the small
volume of barley shipped via rail regardless of constraints.
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Scenario 4. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10%
In general, we should expect barley to respond in a similar manner as wheat given changes
in modal pricing, although the magnitude and details of volume shifts may differ. Thus, as
rail prices increase, we would expect barley shippers to change from rail to barge transport.
This appears to be the case, judging from the heavier highway flows from barley shipments,
illustrated in Figure 17. While the picture in Figure 17 appears identical to the previous two
scenarios, the distribution of highway flows have increased to their highest level with an
average of 26,055 tons. Not only has the mean shifted to the right, but so has each
standard deviation to the right of the mean with maximum flows in excess of three standard
deviations to the right reaching 600,535 tons. State highways SR 395, I 90, SR 26, SR 260,
and I 82 support heavy truck shipments heading to river ports at or below the Tri-Cities or to
cattle feedlots in the Columbia River Basin.
The increase in highway truck flows can also be identified from the modal and origindestination changes, highlighted in Table 41. Township to elevator barley shipments
increase from 12,526 bushels in Scenario 3 to 17,165 bushels in Scenario 4, while township
to elevator with rail barley shipments decreases by the same margin. Hence, rail rate
increases causes grain shippers to adjust away from elevators with rail and toward truckbarge. Direct township to feedlot shipments decreases slightly due to larger barley volumes
being shipped from elevators to feedlots, comparing Scenarios 3 and 4. While there are
some changes in barley volume shipped via different origin-destination types, the net effect
is that a 10% price increase in rail rates causes 4,639 bushels of additional barley to be
shipped via barge instead of rail. However, considering that 16,718,505 bushels of barley
are transported to market, this represents a fairly small price response.
Table 41--Scenario 4 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% - Volume and
Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
4,944
10,409,505
6,286,891
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
0.03
62.26
37.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,942
1,815
2,777,732
1,731,286
0
0
0
6,904

0.10
0.03
47.28
29.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12

34.62
36.71
26.68
27.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

4,944

0.03

1,715

0.03

34.69

10,409,505
16,718,505

62.26
100.00

1,349,394
5,874,787

22.97
100.00

12.96
35.14
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Figure 17: Scenario 4 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail Rates Increasing 10% Highway Flows
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Transportation cost changes also occurred for different origin-destination types and
modal options, but in total is only slightly larger with total costs equal to $5,874,787
(35.14 cents/bushel), as described in Table 41, compared to $5,874,351 (35.14
cents/bushel) in Scenario 3. The small change in total transportation costs can be
expected given the relatively small change in modal shift. However, total transportation
costs with a 10% increase in rail rates are 6.8 cents/bushel more than Scenario 1.
Total ton-miles do increase marginally, moving from Scenario 3 to Scenario 4, reflecting
the increase in truck-barge barley shipments. Total ton-miles with a 10% increase in rail
rates reach 108,145,776 ton-miles, compared to 108,103,308 ton-miles for Scenario 3
and 108,106,656 ton-miles for Scenario 2. However, the distribution of ton-miles by
different origin-destination type remains unchanged for Scenarios 2, 3, and 4, with the
majority due to township to feedlot truck shipments (63.1%) and township to river port
truck shipments (34.5%) (Table 42). There is also no change in the proportion of tonmiles by highway type for Scenarios 2, 3, and 4, with state highways supporting 74.5%,
followed by interstate highways with 18.6%, and then county roads with 6.9% (Table
43). However, the average distance did increase for township to elevator with rail truck
shipments from 78.8 miles in Scenario 3 to 87.4 miles in Scenario 4.
Table 42--Scenario 4 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

86,765
24,405
66,365,351
41,536,862
0
0
0
132,393
108,145,776

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.02
61.37
38.41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
350
16,826
30,735
0
0
0
154
48,708

1.32
0.72
34.54
63.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
100.00

91.99
87.37
112.92
114.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.28

Table 43--Scenario 4 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 10% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,110,111
80,575,376
7,460,289
108,145,776

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.60
74.51
6.90
100.00

40,219
805,724
298,385
1,144,328

3.51
70.41
26.08
100.00

267.70
2,057.90
2,442.10
4767.70
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% of
Total
Miles
5.61
43.16
51.22
100.00

In summary, a 10% price increase in rail rates has very little impact on barley shippers
and state transportation budgets, mostly due to the small fraction of barley, which
travels via rail before and after a river drawdown. While some changes do occur, in
regard to the volume of barley shipped on different modes, they are relatively small
changes.
Scenario 5. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20%

Increasing rail rates by 20% with rail capacity constrained to 110% of historical volume
and no river port access above the Tri-Cities, surprisingly, does not cause any
significant change between the 10% and 20% rail rate increase. The highway barley
flows, geographically depicted in Figure 18, are identical to those represented in Figure
17. There are no changes in barley highway flows because the 20% rail price increase
did not alter rail or barge barley shipments, or the different origin-destination truck
shipment types, as described in Table 44. Total transportation costs did increase
slightly due to the higher rail rate, but not enough to change the 35.14 cents/bushel
costs from the previous scenario. However, since barley flows did not change, tonmiles and highway infrastructure needs also remained unchanged, as can be seen in
Tables 44 and 45. However, there was a small change in the average distance of truck
shipments from township to river port, but this is likely a rounding error.
Table 44--Scenario 5 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% - Volume and
Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
4,944
10,409,505
6,286,891
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
0.03
62.26
37.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,942
1,815
2,777,713
1,731,305
0
0
0
6,904

0.10
0.03
47.28
29.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12

34.62
36.71
26.68
27.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

4,944

0.03

1,880

0.03

38.03

10,409,505
16,718,505

62.26
100.00

1,349,394
5,874,952

22.97
100.00

12.96
35.14
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Figure 18: Scenario 5 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail Rates Increasing 20% Highway Flows
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Table 45--Scenario 5 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

86,765
24,405
66,363,836
41,537,396
0
0
0
132,393
108,144,795

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.02
61.37
38.41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
350
17,136
30,486
0
0
0
154
48,770

1.32
0.72
35.14
62.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.31
100.00

91.99
87.37
113.48
114.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.42

The only plausible explanation for no change in barley flows with a 20% increase in rail
rates is that for those shippers which were shipping via rail, the 20% rail rate increase
was less than their next least cost alternative, otherwise they would have changed.
Also, given the small volume of barley, which is shipped via rail, there are likely a small
number (perhaps two or three) of barley shippers who utilize rail and also may have a
very long (and expensive) truck haul to reach a river port. Thus, the 20% price increase
has not become more expensive than their next least cost alternative.
Table 46--Scenario 5 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Rail Rates Increase 20% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,110,111
80,575,376
7,460,289
108,145,776

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.60
74.51
6.90
100.00

40,219
805,724
298,385
1,144,328

3.51
70.41
26.08
100.00

267.70
2,057.90
2,442.10
4767.70

% of
Total
Miles
5.61
43.16
51.22
100.00

Scenario 6. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10%

Increasing rail rates had little effect on barley transportation flows, largely due to the
small volume of barley, which chooses to utilize rail in the initial scenario and each
subsequent drawdown scenario. However, a sizeable portion of the barley crop is
shipped via barge to Portland, indicating that any price change on barge rates may have
a greater impact on optimized barley flows.
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A close inspection of Figure 19 reveals that a 10% increase in barge rates decreases
the amount of highway flows from barley truck shipments. Average highway flows are
less than all other drawdown scenarios with 25,309 tons, which is 746 tons less than
Scenarios 4 and 5, and 567 tons less than Scenario 3. In addition, highway flows for
each standard deviation from the mean are smaller than previous drawdown scenarios,
indicating a total leftward shift of the distribution.
The reduction in barley truck highway flows is due to a shift away from truck-barge and
toward rail, as a result of a 10% increase in barge rates. Total rail volume increases
from 4,944 bushels in Scenario 5 to 168,294 bushels in Scenario 6, representing an
increase of 163,350 bushels (comparing Tables 44 and 47). This represents the same
amount by which township to elevators with rail shipments increased and township to
river port shipments decreased, revealing a substitution effect at the township level.
However, even with an increase of 163,350 bushels for rail shipment, barge shipments
still represent 61.3% of the total barley volume followed by rail with 1%.
Total transportation costs increase substantially, from $5,874,952 (35.14 cents/bushel)
in Scenario 5 to $5,999,689 (35.89 cents/bushel) in Scenario 6 (comparing Tables 44
and 47). Most of this cost increase is due to river port to Portland shipments where the
price increase was larger than the decline in volume of shipments. However, this
represents a 7.6 cents/bushel increase in transportation costs from the initial optimized
scenario and a 0.7 cent/bushel increase over all subsequent scenarios.
Table 47--Scenario 6 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% - Volume
and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
167,894
10,246,155
6,287,291
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
1.00
61.29
37.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,805
40,582
2,735,794
1,716,732
0
0
0
6,743

0.10
0.68
45.60
28.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11

33.82
24.17
26.70
27.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
39.28

168,294

1.01

31,299

0.52

18.60

10,246,155
16,718,505

61.29
100.00

1,462,735
5,999,689

24.38
100.00

14.28
35.89
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Figure 19: Scenario 6 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Barge Rates Increasing 10% Highway Flows
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Total ton-miles also decreased from a 10% increase in barge rates, as expected given
the decline in truck traffic with barge to rail substitution, comparing Tables 45 and 48.
Ton-miles decreased from 108,103,308 ton-miles in Scenario 3 to 106,856,632 tonmiles, representing a decline of 1,244,676 ton-miles. Truck shipments from township to
elevators with rail experience an increase in ton-miles due to the larger volume of barley
accessing rail, but the increase in ton-miles for township to elevators with rail was less
than the decrease in ton-miles from township to river port truck shipments due to the
relative shorter distance for township to elevator shipments. However, township to river
port truck shipments still generates 61% of all ton-miles, followed by township to feedlot
shipments with 38%.
Table 48--Scenario 6 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

83,943
121,646
65,371,537
41,155,388
0
0
0
124,118
106,856,632

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.11
61.18
38.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
418
16,945
30,768
0
0
0
154
48,928

1.32
0.85
34.63
62.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.31
100.00

91.99
59.72
115.28
113.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.00

Total miles traveled for all truck shipments increased, surprisingly, (comparing Tables
44 and 47) while the average distance for truck shipments declined. Thus, truck
shipments are shorter distance with repeated trips.
The distribution of ton-miles by highway type remained unchanged with 74% of tonmiles accumulated on state highways, 19% on interstate highways, and 7% on county
roads. However, highway infrastructure impacts decrease to $1,131,311, which is
$13,017 less than Scenario 5, and $12,544 less than Scenario 3.
The distribution of highway infrastructure investments, however, continues to remain
basically unchanged with 70.3% needed for state highways, 26.2% for county roads,
and 3.5% for interstate highways (Table 49).
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Table 49--Scenario 6 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 10% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

19,898,884
79,561,794
7,395,954
106,856,632

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.62
74.46
6.92
100.00

39,791
795,708
295,812
1,131,311

3.52
70.34
26.15
100.00

267.70
2,049.40
2,456.60
4773.70

% of
Total
Miles
5.61
42.93
51.46
100.00

Increasing the price of barge transport 10% causes rail volume to increase, truck traffic
to decrease, total transportation costs to increase, and infrastructure impacts to
decrease. Truck traffic decreases due to the relative proximity of elevators with rail
compared to river ports. In this scenario, barley shippers will undoubtedly face higher
transportation and shipping costs.
Scenario 7. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20%

An additional increase of barge rates to 20% above initial rates is expected to have a
similar impact on barley flows as a 10% barge rate increase, only more pronounced.
Trends, which were evident from a 10% barge rate increase, should continue, but the
magnitudes may change for different modes and origin-destination shipment types.
Truck barley flows on eastern Washington highways follow the same pattern
established with a 10% increase in barge rates, as illustrated in Figure 20. Average
highway flows for barley shipments decreased from 25,309 tons in Scenario 6 to 24,993
tons in Scenario 7, representing a change of 316 tons. Compared to Scenarios 2 and 3,
this represents a decrease of 899 tons and 883 tons, respectively. Thus, the
distribution of barley truck shipments on eastern Washington highways has shifted to
the left, indicating lighter highway flows for each classification.
The decrease in highway barley flows is the result of additional barley volumes
switching from barge to rail, comparing Tables 47 and 50. The amount of barley
utilizing rail transport to Portland more than doubles with a 20% increase in barge rates,
going from 168,294 bushels in Scenario 6 to 388,880 bushels in Scenario 7. Barge
shipments decrease by the same amount with no change in the volume of barley
shipments from elevators to feedlots or from townships to feedlots. However, less
barley is shipped from township to river port and more barley is shipped from township
to elevators with rail, with a decrease from 10,246,155 bushels shipped from township
to river port in Scenario 6 to 10,025,569 bushels shipped the same method in Scenario
7.
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Table 50--Scenario 7 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% - Volume
and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
388,480
10,025,569
6,287,291
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
2.32
59.97
37.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,805
91,104
2,674,475
1,717,408
0
0
0
6,743

0.09
1.49
43.63
28.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11

33.82
23.45
26.68
27.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
39.28

388,880

2.33

73,308

1.20

18.85

10,025,569
16,718,505

59.97
100.00

1,561,125
6,129,967

25.47
100.00

15.57
36.67

Total transportation costs also increased from $5,999,689 (35.89 cents/bushel) with a
10% barge rate increase to $6,129,967 (36.67 cents/bushel) with the 20% barge rate
increase (comparing Tables 47 and 50). This represents an 8.36 cents/bushel increase
over the initial scenario, a 1.5 cents/ bushel increase over Scenarios 2 through 5, and
an 0.8 cent/bushel increase over Scenario 6. The increase in transportation costs is
once again largely due to the higher barge rates, with barge shipments from river ports
to Portland now accounting for 25% of all transportation costs.
The increase in rail shipments from a 20% increase in barge rates causes less tonmiles, decreasing from 106,855,644 ton-miles in Scenario 6 to 105,547,110 ton-miles in
Scenario 7, a decrease of 1,308,534 ton-miles. Once again, this decrease in ton-miles
is driven by the decrease in barley volume having to travel further distances to river
ports and the increase in barley volume moving to closer rail stations. The declining
average distance for truck shipments supports this as barge rates increase (Table 51).
The distribution of ton-miles by highway type remains virtually unchanged as does the
distribution of total miles by highway type.
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Figure 20: Scenario 7 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Barge Rates Increasing 20% Highway Flows
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Table 51--Scenario 7 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% - Ton-mile
and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

83,943
263,855
63,909,477
41,165,717
0
0
0
124,118
105,547,110

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.25
60.55
39.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
658
16,423
30,327
0
0
0
154
48,206

1.34
1.37
34.07
62.91
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.32
100.00

91.99
43.89
113.26
113.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
15.66
110.82

The 20% increase in barge rates produces greater substitution from barge to rail and
increases total transportation cost. Highway infrastructure impacts decline from less
truck traffic creating less ton-miles and financial recovery from pavement deterioration
(Table 52).
Table 52--Scenario 7 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume and Barge Rates Increase 20% - Ton-miles
and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

19,701,706
78,396,151
7,449,253
105,547,110

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.67
74.28
7.06
100.00

39,395
783,943
297,941
1,121,279

3.51
69.92
26.57
100.00

254.60
2,047.00
2,468.00
4769.60

% of
Total
Miles
5.34
42.92
51.74
100.00

Scenario 8. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume with Both Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10%

Increasing both rail and barge rates for wheat shipments caused barge transport to
become relatively more affordable, thus causing wheat volumes to switch from rail back
to barge. This same substitution appears to affect barley in a similar manner, with
highway flows from barley truck shipments increasing as rail and barge rates increase
simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 21. The average highway flows of 25,762 tons
are larger than Scenario 7 (24,993 tons) and Scenario 6 (25,309 tons), but less than
Scenario 3 (25,876 tons). However, the pattern of highway truck flows from barley
shipments is similar to previous drawdown scenarios, with barley collecting on key
corridors as they access river ports at or below the Tri-Cities and feedlots in the
Columbia River Basin region.
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The volume of barley shipped via barge to Portland increases from 10,404,866 bushels
in Scenario 3 to 10,409,505 bushels in this scenario with a 10% increase in rail and
barge rates. This barge volume is 383,936 bushels greater than the barge volume for
Scenario 7 and 163,350 bushels greater than the barge volume for Scenario 6. Once
again the modal shift begins at the township level where township to elevators with rail
shipments decline and township to river port shipments increase.
Total transportation costs increase from $5,874,351 (35.14 cents/bushel) in Scenario 3
to $6,002,003 (35.90 cents/bushel) in Scenario 8 (comparing Tables 38 and 53). Thus,
transportation costs/bushel are 0.7 cent/bushel higher than Scenario 3, but 0.7
cent/bushel less than Scenario 7. Township to river port truck shipments account for
the largest proportion of total costs with 46.4%, followed by township to feedlot truck
shipments with 28.6%.
Table 53--Scenario 8 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
4,944
10,409,505
6,286,891
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
0.03
62.26
37.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,942
1,815
2,782,964
1,716,598
0
0
0
6,904

0.10
0.03
46.37
28.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12

34.62
36.71
26.73
27.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

4,944

0.03

1,715

0.03

34.69

10,409,505
16,718,505

62.26
100.00

1,486,065
6,002,003

24.76
100.00

14.28
35.90

The ton-miles generated from truck traffic equal 107,899,275 ton-miles, 2,352,165 tonmiles more than Scenario 7, 1,043,631 ton-miles more than Scenario 6, and 204,033
ton-miles less than Scenario 3 (Table 54). The total miles of truck shipments increased
slightly as did the average distance of truck shipments, indicating an increase in longer
distance township to river port truck hauls. The distribution of ton-miles by highway type
is similar to all previous drawdown scenarios with 74.5% attributed to state highways,
18.6% on interstate highways, and 6.9% on county roads, as described in Table 55.
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Figure 21: Scenario 8 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing
10% - Highway Flows
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Table 54--Scenario 8 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

86,764
24,405
66,446,910
41,208,803
0
0
0
132,393
107,899,275

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.02
61.58
38.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
350
17,285
30,429
0
0
0
154
48,861

1.32
0.72
35.38
62.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.31
100.00

91.99
87.37
114.47
113.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.63

The total highway infrastructure recovery needs from pavement deterioration is
$1,139,884, which is larger than the barge rate increases of Scenarios 6 and 7, but less
than the rail rate increases from Scenarios 4 and 5. The distribution of financial
recovery needs by highway type remains 70.6% for state highways, 25.9% for county
roads, and 3.5% for interstate highways, as illustrated in Table 55.
Table 55--Scenario 8 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 10% Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,090,425
80,419,010
7,389,840
107,899,275

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.62
74.53
6.85
100.00

40,172
804,150
295,562
1,139,884

3.52
70.55
25.93
100.00

267.70
2,044.40
2,431.80
4743.90

% of
Total
Miles
5.64
43.10
51.26
100.00

Increasing both rail and barge rates causes barley flows to move from rail towards
barge, creating heavier truck flows on highways and more ton-miles. Transportation
costs, while not as high as when barge rates increased 20%, are higher than all other
scenarios.
Scenario 9. No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity Constrained to 110% of
Historical Volume with Both Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20%

If rail and barge companies both choose to increase transport rates by 20% after a river
drawdown, barley shippers are faced with longer truck hauls to access river ports at or
below the Tri-Cities and increased rail and barge rates. This is clearly the worst of the
scenarios covered here for both barley and wheat shippers.
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Unlike the pattern of a 10% increase in rail and barge rates, a 20% increase in both
rates appears to have little impact on barley transportation flows. The geographical
depiction of highway barley flows is similar to all previous drawdown scenarios involving
barley flows. The average highway flow for barley truck shipments is 25,762 tons,
identical to average highway flows with a 10% increase in both rates (comparing
Figures 21 and 22).
The distribution of barley volume by different origin-destination and mode type is
identical to the previous scenario, comparing Tables 53 and 56. A 20% increase in both
rail and barge rates only causes transportation costs to increase from $6,002,003 (35.9
cents/bushel) with the 10% increase in both rates to $6,137,264 (36.71 cents/bushel)
when both rates increase 20%. This is entirely due to the increased barge and rail rates
without any shift in modal reliance or origin-destination shipment type.
Table 56--Scenario 9 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Volume and Cost Estimates
Origin-Destination Type
Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Rail
Elevator with Rail to Portland
Barge
River Port to Portland
Total

Volume
(Bushels)

% of
Total Volume

Total Cost
($)

% of
Total Cost

Cents/
Bushel

17,165
4,944
10,409,505
6,286,891
0
0
0
17,165

0.10
0.03
62.26
37.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

5,942
1,815
2,780,858
1,718,920
0
0
0
6,904

0.10
0.03
45.31
28.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11

34.62
36.71
26.71
27.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.22

4,944

0.03

1,880

0.03

38.03

10,409,505
16,718,505

62.26
100.00

1,620,945
6,137,264

26.41
100.00

15.57
36.71

The total ton-miles for each truck shipment type also remain unchanged as does the
total infrastructure investment necessary for pavement reconstruction, as detailed in
Table 57. Except for an increase in transportation costs, there is no change in barley
shipments when both barge and rail rates go from a 10% increase to a 20% increase.
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Figure 22: Scenario 9 – Barley – No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing
20% - Highway Flows
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Table 57--Scenario 9 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Ton-mile and Average Distances
Origin-Destination Type

Ton-miles

Truck
Township to Elevator
Township to Elevator with Rail
Township to River Port
Township to Feedlot
Elevator to Elevator with Rail
Elevator to River Port
Elevator with Rail to River Port
Elevator to Feedlot
Total

86,764
24,405
66,446,910
41,208,803
0
0
0
132,393
107,899,275

% of Total
Ton-miles

Total Miles

% of
Total Miles

Average
Distance
(Miles)

0.08
0.02
61.58
38.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
100.00

644
350
17,285
30,429
0
0
0
154
48,861

1.32
0.72
35.38
62.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.31
100.00

91.99
87.37
114.47
113.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
153.66
113.63

Table 58--Scenario 9 - Barley - No Barge Above Tri-Cities and Rail Capacity
Constrained to 110% of Historical Volume with Rail and Barge Rates Increasing 20% Ton-miles and Infrastructure Need by Highway Type
Highway Type

Ton-miles

Interstate Highways
State Highways
County Roads
Total

20,117,673
80,390,505
7,391,097
107,899,275

% of Total
Ton-miles

Infrastructure
Need
($)

% of
Total $
Need

Total Miles

18.64
74.51
6.85
100.00

40,228
804,044
295,612
1,139,884

3.53
70.54
25.93
100.00

267.70
2,042.10
2,431.80
4741.60

% of
Total
Miles
5.65
43.07
51.29
100.00

Results Summary
Wheat

When river ports above the Tri-Cities are accessible and wheat is free to move in a least
cost manner, wheat shippers take advantage of barge transport (79.7%), via truckbarge directly from townships or through elevators. Truck flows on eastern Washington
highways collect on primary corridors accessing river ports along the Columbia/Snake
River, as geographically illustrated in Figure 5. Total transportation costs are
$65,901,175 (49.61 cents/bushel) and infrastructure investment needs at $6,381,042,
as detailed in Table 59.
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Table 59--Wheat Summary - Average Highway Flows, Ton-miles, Infrastructure Need, Transportation Costs
Total Trans.
Average
Infrastructure
Rate Costs ($)
Scenario
Highway Flows
Ton-miles
Need
(cents/bushel)
(tons)
($)
1 - Initial Case

57,026

383,529,502

6,381,042

2 - Drawdown, Rail Unconstrained

77,324

442,849,489

6,379,499

3 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical

105,542

615,678,253

8,505,204

4 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Rail Rate Increase
5 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Rail Rate Increase
6 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge Rate Increase
7 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge Rate Increase
8 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge and Rail Rate Increase
9 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge and Rail Rate Increase

105,614

615,858,416

8,510,970

105,639

615,985,013

8,512,506

105,652

615,753,300

8,499,946

105,596

615,671,782

8,498,435

105,665

615,920,221

8,510,869

105,691

615,936,645

8,511,180
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65,901,175
(49.61)
67,205,883
(50.59)
71,418,086
(53.76)
72,331,887
(54.45)
73,244,613
(55.14)
73,330,501
(55.20)
75,242,956
(56.64)
74,246,808
(55.89)
77,075,055
(58.02)

However, if a Snake River drawdown is in effect and no barge transport is allowed above
the Tri-Cities, a large number of wheat shippers substitute rail for truck-barge, resulting in a
decrease in barge shipments and an increase in rail volume. Assuming rail car availability
and no rate increases as in Scenario 2, the drawdown also causes average highway flows
to increase, along with ton-miles, due to more shippers having to either drive further
distances to reach the available river ports or drive further distances to reach an elevator
with rail. However, the increase in ton-miles is not large and highway pavement recovery
needs drop minimally due to the change in distribution of ton-miles from low design county
roads to higher design state and interstate highways. Transportation costs increased due to
the drawdown, but only about 1 cent/bushel overall, although some shippers did experience
cost increases of 4 and 5 cents/bushel. The reason transportation costs did not increase
more was due to the assumption that rail companies would completely absorb all quantity
increases without changing rates and, since current rail rates were established in a modally
competitive environment in the presence of barge navigation, there was not a large
difference between the rail rate and the truck-barge rate.
Adding a constraint on the amount of wheat volume that rail companies would be able to
ship, Scenario 3 caused grain shippers to utilize truck-barge, creating a large increase in
both highway flows (105,542 tons) and ton-miles (615,678,253 ton-miles), as shown in
Table 59. This resulted in greater use of eastern Washington highways, generating
increased highway infrastructure investment needs above the first two scenarios, based on
the damage function coefficients developed for this study. The increased truck hauls
(longer distances) caused transportation costs to increase to $71,418,086 (53.76
cents/bushel). However, without barge access above the Tri-Cities, rail companies would
likely realize their monopoly position and increase rail rates.
Increasing rail rates (Scenario 4) caused wheat shippers to move from rail toward truckbarge. However, this substitution did not happen universally but rather depended upon the
location of grain shippers relative to the Tri-Cities. Those wheat shippers which are located
a short distance from the Tri-Cities were the first to switch from rail to truck-barge as rail
prices increased. Both the 10 and 20% rail rate increases caused highway flows and tonmiles to continue increasing, due to the increasing truck-barge wheat volume. Highway
pavement deterioration also increased, creating $8,510,970 and $8,512,506 for highway
infrastructure recovery with the 10% and 20% rail rate increases (Scenario 5). Shipper
transportation costs also increased with rail rate increases, for both the 10% and 20% rate
hikes.
When barge rates are increased, wheat shippers alternatively substitute rail for barge
transport, resulting in less ton-miles and infrastructure investments needs.
Total
transportation costs increase by larger margins than with the 10% (Scenario 6) and 20%
(Scenario 7) rail rate increase, mostly due to the larger volume of wheat, which is shipped
via barge.
When shippers are faced with price increases in both rail and barge, barge transport
becomes the relative least cost choice, thus causing wheat volume to shift from rail to
barge. This causes truck traffic to increase, creating heavier highway flows, ton-miles, and
larger financial recovery needs from pavement deterioration. Shippers also experience the
largest transportation costs (Scenario 9), reaching as high as $77,075,055 (58.02
cents/bushel).
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Barley

For the most part, barley follows the same pattern as wheat in each of the scenarios,
only with different magnitudes and lower volumes. When all river ports are accessible
and barley shippers can ship grain in the least cost manner, most choose either truckbarge to Portland (62.3%) or truck directly to feedlots from townships (37.6%). Very few
shippers utilize rail in the initial scenario or choose to ship barley through an elevator.
Average highway flows are much less than wheat flows with 11,188 tons, as detailed in
Table 60, and infrastructure recovery needs equal $652,898. Transportation rate costs
reach $4,733,498 (28.31 cents/bushel), much less than the 49.61 cents/bushel for
wheat, largely due to the different weight per bushel characteristics of the two
commodities, i.e., 60 pounds/bushel versus 48 pounds/bushel.
When barge access above the Tri-Cities is eliminated (Scenario 2), some barley
shippers substitute rail for barge, but the majority still choose truck-barge to Portland
through the Tri-Cities or direct shipments to feedlots. Average highway flows and tonmiles increase, due to the longer distance hauls to the Tri-Cities. Highway infrastructure
investment needs increase substantially, as do transportation rate costs (35.14 cents/
bushel), an increase of 6.8 cents/bushel.
Placing a constraint on the volume which can be shipped via rail (Scenario 3) has very
little impact on barley shippers since they utilize so little rail regardless. However, less
barley is shipped via rail and average highway flows and ton-miles decrease slightly due
to a decrease in total truck traffic mileage traveled. Highway infrastructure needs also
decrease as total transportation rate costs increase marginally.
Increasing rail rates (Scenario 4) also has little impact on barley shippers. When rail
rates increase 10%, truck-barge shipments increase and rail shipments decline
reflecting the modal substitution due to the price increase. This causes highway truck
flows and ton-miles to increase, generating greater impacts on roads and highways.
Total transportation rate costs also increase for barley shippers, but only slightly. The
20% rail increase (Scenario 5) has no impact on barley shipper’s transportation
decisions.
Unlike the rail rate increases, barge rate increases cause shippers to alter their grain
marketing decisions. Less barley is shipped via truck-barge, opting for rail instead.
Highway truck flows and ton-miles decrease as fewer trucks make the drive to the TriCities, and pavement financial recovery needs decline. Transportation rate costs
increase rather substantially ($1,396,469 comparing Scenario 7 with Scenario 1), as
expected given the large volume, which is still shipped truck-barge.
When both rail and barge rates increase, barley shippers find truck-barge to be the least
cost shipping option and respond by increasing truck-barge volumes. This creates
increased highway truck flows and ton-miles, which result in greater use and
deterioration of roads and highways. Transportation costs for barley shipments reach
$6,137,264 (36.71 cents/bushel) when both rail and barge rates increase 20%
(Scenario 9), up from $4,733,498 in Scenario 1 and $5,874,046 in Scenario 2.
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Table 60--Barley Summary - Average Highway Flows, Ton-miles, Infrastructure Need, Transportation Costs
Total Trans.
Average Highway
Infrastructure
Rate Costs ($)
Scenario
Flows
Ton-miles
Need
(cents/bushel)
(tons)
($)
1 - Initial Case

11,188

52,104,789

652,898

2 - Drawdown,
Rail Unconstrained
3 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical

25,892

108,106,656

1,143,954

25,876

108,103,308

1,143,855

26,055

108,145,776

1,144,328

26,055

108,145,776

1,144,328

25,309

106,855,644

1,131,311

24,993

105,547,110

1,121,279

25,762

107,899,275

1,139,884

25,762

107,899,275

1,139,884

4 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Rail Rate Increase
5 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Rail Rate Increase
6 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge Rate Increase
7 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge Rate Increase
8 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
10% Barge and Rail Rate Increase
9 - Drawdown, Rail Constrained to 110% of Historical,
20% Barge and Rail Rate Increase
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4,733,498
(28.31)
5,874,046
(35.14)
5,874,351
(35.14)
5,874,787
(35.14)
5,874,952
(35.14)
5,999,689
(35.89)
6,129,967
(36.67)
6,001,603
(35.90)
6,137,264
(36.71)

Summary and Conclusions
Summary

The heavy concentration of wheat and barley production in eastern Washington
depends on the multi-modal transportation network for accessing final markets, both
domestic and international. With annual production in eastern Washington reaching
over 180 million bushels for wheat and 27 million bushels for barley, significant
transportation demands and economic activity is generated when grain is harvested and
shipped to market. Grain shippers depend on truck-barge (61%), direct rail from
elevators (23%), or transhipments to elevators with rail for rail transport to Portland
(13%). The total wheat production and supply system generates over $1 billion in total
economic impacts to eastern Washington’s economy and accounts for 16,363 jobs and
$82 million in state and local tax revenues.
Hence, grain production and marketing affects many people in eastern Washington and
any policy or business shifts, which alter this system, will accordingly affect numerous
eastern Washington constituents. Rail line abandonments pose immediate concern for
eastern Washington grain shippers who rely on rail transportation given the 1,918 miles
of rail track abandoned in Washington between 1970 and 1997. State highway
transportation officials and taxpayers are also concerned about rail line abandonment
as commodities begin utilizing highways, potentially shortening the life-expectancy of
highway pavement and increasing maintenance and reconstruction needs. Additionally,
the limited availability of rail cars for grain shipments during peak harvest periods may
cause a sub-optimal grain flow for grain shippers searching for least-cost transportation
services during harvest.
A more pressing policy issue, however, for regional agriculture, environmentalists,
businesses, and consumers regards the attempts to save certain species of salmon
from extinction. A long history of contentious debate has surrounded the salmon issue
filling numerous newspaper articles with facts and opinions as politicians, recreationists,
farmers, river port employees, Native Americans, and everyone else impacted by the
Snake and Columbia Rivers, voices their concerns. Undoubtedly, an enormous amount
of money has been spent on a multitude of measures to save native salmon in the
Pacific Northwest, witnessed by the $220 million spent on the Lower Snake
Compensation Plan and $3 billion allocated by Bonneville Power Authority to help
salmon recovery. Conversely, the amount spent for salmon recovery may be small in
comparison to the huge sums spent constructing the Snake and Columbia River dams
and the accumulation of benefits from federally subsidized cheap electricity and a tollfree waterway for regional residents and businesses.
Unfortunately, the money spent and strategies devised to help salmon have been
largely unsuccessful, resulting in the listing of the Snake River Sockeye Salmon on the
endangered species list in 1991. The latest strategy involves a river drawdown, which
involves lowering the water level in the river to a level approximately near the natural
level. Biologists and environmentalists contend that saving the salmon will require
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returning their native environment and habitat, which was dramatically altered with the
construction of Columbia and Snake River dams. During drawdown periods, river
navigation will cease and shippers, which currently utilize barge transport, will have to
find alternative, potentially more expensive, transportation service.
The need for information regarding this and other policy issues is imperative as current
and future decisions and debates evolve. This research study provides information
regarding impacts to different constituents by developing a policy tool, which will be
applied to many different issues, but targets the river drawdown debate. Individual
citizens, state officials, and policy makers participating in these debates receive
information on infrastructure investments, environmental and production agriculture
trade-offs, and other regional issues.
The overall goal of this study was to develop and apply an empirical method and tool for
examining the consequences of different policies impacting the transportation
infrastructure in eastern Washington. Specific objectives were:
1. Develop a transportation optimization model for accurately modeling commodity
movements on eastern Washington highways, railroads, and river system.
2. Link the transportation optimization model with pavement damage models to
predict accelerated pavement degradation, highway infrastructure impacts, and
financial recovery needs.
3. Estimate shipper transportation costs for different policy scenarios, incorporating
pricing interactions from rail and barge companies competing in the region.
4. Spatially identify the infrastructure network supporting grain truck shipments
under different policy scenarios on eastern Washington roads and highways.
A transportation optimization model was developed, combining the spatial accuracy of
GIS with the modeling flexibility of GAMS, for modeling commodity movements on
eastern Washington highways, railroads, and river systems under several alternative
policy scenarios. In addition to detailing changes in grain shipper transportation costs
and modal choice, the transportation model also included estimation of highway
infrastructure impacts from pavement deterioration and financial recovery needs with
each scenario. The truck grain flows are geographically illustrated, detailing specific
highway usage with each changing scenario.
Applying the transportation optimization model and highway impact assessment
techniques to wheat and barley flows and evaluating the consequences of river
drawdowns, in alternative policy scenarios, reveals some interesting results. Wheat and
barley shippers experience similar responses when policy changes impact least-cost
grain flows. When river ports above the Tri-Cities are accessible and shippers are free
to transport grain in a least cost manner, shippers take advantage of barge transport for
both wheat (80%) and barley (62%) shipments, illustrating the importance of the Snake
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River system for eastern Washington grain shipments. Truck flows on eastern
Washington highways collect on primary corridors accessing river ports along the
Columbia/Snake River, with state highways (72%) and county roads (23%) supporting
the majority of ton-miles from wheat truck traffic. SR 194, SR 127, SR 261, SR 263,
and SR 395 carry the majority of grain truck traffic accessing river ports on the Snake
River at or above the Tri-Cities and total infrastructure needs (financial investment
required to maintain pavement condition and support truck movements) equals
$6,381,042 for wheat and $652,898 for barley shipments.
When river access is constrained due to a river drawdown and no constraints on rail
shipping volume exists, grain shippers substitute rail for barge, with total transportation
shipping costs increasing from 49.6 cents/bushel to 50.6 cents/bushel and 28.31
cents/bushel to 35.14 cents/bushel for wheat and barley, respectively. While wheatshipping costs increase only a cent/bushel on average, some shippers experience up to
6-cents/bushel increase, mostly farmers who continue to truck directly to now distant
river ports after a river drawdown. Highway infrastructure needs decrease a little for
wheat shipments from $6,381,042 to $6,379,499 since truck shipments to rail facilities
are closer than previous truck shipments to river ports and due to a shift in ton-miles
from lower design county roads to structurally stronger state highways. Different
highways, now supporting heavy truck traffic accessing river ports at or below the TriCities, include SR 17, SR 395, SR 26, SR 260, SR 12, and I 82. Little change occurs in
the selection of specific highways and roads for grain shipments with all subsequent
scenarios, although the volumes on each highway do change.
However, when rail is constrained to 110% of historical volume to reflect reoccurring rail
car shortages, highway infrastructure needs for wheat shipments jump from $6,381,042
in the base scenario to $8,505,204, as more grain is shipped to the Tri-Cities for barge
transport, illustrating the benefits of maintaining rail in the region. Without investments
in rail capacity, accelerated highway infrastructure investments will be necessary on
strategic haul roads SR 395, SR 26, and SR 260 to support additional truck traffic.
Transportation shipping costs increase to 53.76 cents/bushel and 35.14 cents/bushel for
wheat and barley shipments, respectively, representing a 4.15 cents/bushel and 6.83
cents/bushel increase in wheat and barley transportation costs from the base scenario.
In a scenario where rail rates are increased, a small substitution effect for both wheat
and barley shipments occur as more shippers switch to truck-barge. However, this
substitution effect does not happen universally, but is rather dependent upon the
location of grain shippers relative to the Tri-Cities. Grain shippers, which were the
closest to the Tri-Cities, were the first to switch from rail to truck-barge as rail prices
increase. Transportation and shipping costs for wheat shipments increase with a 10%
(54.45 cents/bushel) and 20% (55.14 cents/bushel) increase in rail rates and
infrastructure investment needs increase to $8,510,970 and $8,512,506 as rail rates
increase 10% and 20%, respectively. However, as a percentage of all grain shipments,
the quantity response from price increase is very small (less than 1%), illustrating the
monopoly power which rail companies possess over grain shippers and the resultant
relative inelasticity of demand to price increases.
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Grain shippers also switch from barge to rail if barge rates increase, although the
quantity response from both a 10% and 20% barge rate increase is less than 1%. This
small response may be explained by the capacity constraints at rail stations and the
inability of rail to absorb large shipping volumes. However, the small quantity of grain
shipment response by both rail and barge to changes in price reflects the low degree of
substitutability between rail and barge. However, while the response to price changes
for the entire region is small, some shippers do experience significant substitution of rail
for barge and vice versa. Total ton-miles and highway infrastructure needs for wheat
shipments were less than the scenarios involving the 10 and 20% rail rate increases
when compared with the 10 and 20% barge rate increases. Ton-miles were
615,753,300 and 615,671,782 for rail and barge rate increases, respectively. Highway
recovery needs were $8,499,946 and $8,498,435 for rail and barge rate increases,
respectively. Total ton-miles and highway investment needs for the 10 and 20% rail
rate increases were 615,858,416 and 615,985,013 ton-miles and $8,510,970 and
$8,512,506 highway infrastructure investment requirements, respectively.
The
decreased ton-miles and infrastructure investment needs with barge rate increases
reflect the shorter distance truck trips for grain switching from barge to rail. However,
shipper transportation costs increase more when barge rates increase than with similar
rail rate increases, primarily due to the larger proportion of grain shipped via barge.
Whenever barge and rail rates increase simultaneously, truck-barge becomes the
relative least cost choice as grain shippers continue to substitute barge for rail transport.
Transportation costs increase to their highest level at 58.02 cents/bushel and 36.71
cents/bushel for wheat and barley, respectively, with rail constrained to 110% of
historical and both barge and rail rates increasing 20%. Similarly, an increase of 8.41
cents/bushel and 8.40 cents/bushel from the base scenario for wheat and barley
transportation costs occurs. Highway infrastructure investment needs for wheat
shipments are $8,510,869 and $8,511,180 for the 10 and 20% increase in barge and
rail rates. These infrastructure investment needs are greater than with the scenarios
involving barge rate increases, but less than with the scenarios involving rail rate
increases.
Conclusions

The implications of these results to different constituents and interests involved in the
Snake River drawdown debate are both informative and revealing. While several
important lessons are highlighted below, the most surprising general finding is that
transportation infrastructure impacts, overall, are not predicted to be onerous if rail car
supply is adequate and rates do not change, if river navigation is eliminated above the
Tri-Cities. But, when competitive rate and car capacity situations are examined, the
impact greatly increases. It is important to remember that the results presented in this
study assume no river navigation above the Tri-Cities at any time during the year.
Grain farmers and shippers will certainly be adversely affected by a river drawdown,
with transportation costs increasing on average 1 cent/bushel for wheat and 6.8
cents/bushel for barley shipments when no constraints on the volume of rail shipments
exists. However, it is unlikely, in the short- term, that rail companies would be able to
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entirely absorb all grain which changes from barge to rail and would likely experience
rail capacity constraints. When rail capacity is constrained to 110% of historical volume,
transportation rate costs increase 4.2 cents/bushel and 6.8 cents/bushel for wheat and
barley, respectively, with some shippers experiencing little or no change in
transportation costs and some shippers experiencing up to 7 cents/bushel increases for
wheat and 13 cents/bushel increases for barley transportation rate costs. Without
constraints on rail capacity, shippers, which rely on barge transportation before and
after a river drawdown, experience the largest transportation rate cost increases. When
rail constraints exist, shippers which ship to elevators must then truck to river ports at or
below the Tri-Cities due to rail capacity constraints experience large cost increases.
These results illustrate the importance of rail, especially during a river drawdown, and
the value of maintaining rail capacity. Cooperative investment agreements between
grain producers, rail companies, and state and local transportation officials may have
long-term benefits for shippers and short line railroads, especially during river
drawdowns.
As rail and barge companies strategically interact via different pricing strategies, grain
shippers adjust their marketing and shipping decisions, substituting rail for barge when
barge rates increase and barge for rail when rail rates increase. However, the change
in quantity shipped via rail or barge in response to rail or barge rate increases are small.
The small response to rail rate increases reveals the monopoly power which rail
companies exert over grain shippers and the relative cost difference between rail and
the least-cost alternative. The small response to barge rate increases is likely due to
rail capacity constraints, thus reiterating the importance of rail capacity in a post river
drawdown environment. With each modal rate increase, shippers face increasing
transportation costs with the highest costs experienced with the 20% increase in both
rail and barge rates at 58.02 cents/bushel and 36.71 cents/bushel for wheat and barley,
respectively.
Contrary to earlier studies, the proportion of grain shipped via barge actually does not
change much with a river drawdown when rail is constrained, since 80% of wheat
volume is still shipped to Portland via barge. The primary difference is that barge traffic
is at or below the Tri-Cities, indicating that the length of haul for barge transport of grain
down river will be shorter. Given the same volume of grain shipments, barge
companies are not likely to experience tremendous quantity and revenue decreases in
the short-term. However, a reallocation of storage and handling facilities may be
needed to locations at or below the Tri-Cities.
Department of transportation and local government officials, and taxpayers concerned
with highway investment expenditures, will prefer the base scenario with the lowest
infrastructure investment needs for both wheat and barley shipments. However, when
rail capacity is unconstrained, a river drawdown actually slightly decreases
infrastructure investment needs for wheat shipments, but increases infrastructure
investment needs for barley. Constraining rail volume causes infrastructure investment
needs to reach $8,505,204 for wheat shipments and $1,143,855 for barley shipments,
an increase of $2,124,162 and $490,957, illustrating the value of rail. Since there is
such small quantity responses to rail or barge rate changes, infrastructure investment
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needs increase and decrease only moderately in response to subsequent rate changes.
While state highways account for the majority of ton-miles in all scenarios, county roads
represent the largest proportion of infrastructure investment needs in the base scenario
at 56%. All subsequent scenarios dealing with a river drawdown result in state
highways representing the largest proportion of infrastructure need, illustrating the shift
from county to state highways as a result of the drawdown and the corresponding
funneling of wheat and barley towards the Tri-Cities. It is also interesting that while
state highways represent the majority of ton-miles with each scenario, county roads
have the largest percentage of total miles, illustrating the greater intensity of truck traffic
on state highways and the large geographical coverage of county roads supporting
grain truck traffic.
It is also interesting to note that the percentage of cost increases for highway
infrastructure investment needs is much larger than private shipper rate cost increases,
especially for scenarios where rail is constrained. Transportation rate cost increases for
drawdown scenarios with rail constrained to 110% of historical volume ranges from 8 to
17% while infrastructure investment cost increases 32 to 33%.
County public works departments, therefore, will experience a decrease in county road
usage with a river drawdown and state transportation officials will see an increase in
state highway resurfacing/ reconstruction needs. Both state and county officials should
favor proposals increasing rail car capacity in the region, given the difference in
infrastructure investment needs when rail is unconstrained and constrained.
In short, grain shippers, barge companies, and rail companies will adjust to changing
market conditions in the absence of river navigation above the Tri-Cities.
Transportation and infrastructure impacts do occur, and will be substantial for some
shippers and highways.
The modeling approach developed and applied to the Snake River drawdown debate
offers a multitude of applications for modeling commodity or natural resource
movements or changes in a spatial framework. Investigating rail line abandonment
concerns, rail car supply problems, and road closures are natural extensions and
applications of this model and can be regionally relevant for transportation infrastructure
and grain marketing investment decisions.
Even with the broad policy coverage of this study, there are areas for improvement and
future work. Incorporating seasonality into the transportation flow model would improve
identification of actual railcar capacity limitations during harvest season. Modeling
seasonality would also require incorporating grain storage, both at the commercial and
on-farm level, which would require additional detailed information. It would also be
interesting to incorporate either stochastic demand or supply relationships in the model,
allowing for both demand and supply price responses and the possibility of larger
storage sites. Additional commodities such as forest products, fruits, vegetables,
petroleum, and fertilizer could also be modeled using this approach, providing a more
complete analysis of regional transportation shifts and cost changes from river
drawdowns and other policies.
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Optimization Procedures
The primary operational goal of this investigation is to develop a procedure for combining
the geographical control and precision attributes of a Geographic Information System (GIS)
with the modeling flexibility of Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and apply
this tool to the investigation of transportation policies. Several GIS software packages
designed for transportation modeling and analysis do provide some limited internal
optimization features. However, the approach implemented in this analysis utilizes, for
flexibility and robustness, an optimization package constructed external to the GIS software.
The industry being modeled consists of two products (wheat and barley), utilizing multiple
modal options and passing through multiple intermediate destinations along several route
options to different final destinations. The complexity associated with this transportation
system necessitates a modeling procedure with maximum flexibility at each stage of the
transport process. Therefore, the optimization software used to allocate grain shipments on
various modes and routes is called GAMS, an acronym for Generalized Algebraic Modeling
System, and is external to the GIS software, Arc Info.
The GAMS model is a linear programming model where the objective is to ship known
quantities of grain from production points (township centers) to predefined destinations,
while minimizing total transportation cost. The volume of grain supply (and demand) at
each township (and final destination) is known. However, the volume of shipments on given
routes and modes to reach the final destination is not known. The complexity increases
with the introduction of intermediate destinations (elevators and river ports). The movement
from initial production areas is completely confined to truck shipments, which haul directly to
either river ports for barge transport or to elevators. Once the grain reaches the elevator,
several possibilities exist for where and how it may move. If the elevator has rail access,
the grain may be loaded onto rail for shipment to final destinations. If the elevator does not
have rail access, then grain may be transhipped to another elevator with rail access or
trucked to a river port for barge transport. The GAMS optimization model incorporates each
of these modal shipment and route options at each stage of the grain marketing process,
with the decision criteria at each juncture being cost minimization. Minimizing TC in
Equation (A.1) formally represents this.
n

m

3

i

j

k

(A.1) Min TC = ∑∑∑ ( Cijk Xijk ) + ( Cijk Yijk ) 
Where:
TC
Cijk

=
=

Xijk,Yijk =
i
j
k

=
=
=

Total transportation rate and handling costs
Transportation rate and handling charges for shipping grain from the
ith origin to the jth destination on mode k
Decision variables representing grain flow from the ith origin to the
jth destination on mode k
Origin points (i = 1....n)
Destination points (j = 1.....l, l + 1....m)
Transportation modes (truck, rail, barge)
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The optimization model also includes a variety of constraints, which are constructed to
maintain realism in the modeling process. An unconstrained optimization system would
identify the origin points and the quantities to be shipped, the collection of possible
routes on various modes, the cost associated with each route option, and the final
destinations and then allow the linear program to solve for the least cost optimal
solution.
However, there are known capacity constraints at the intermediate
destinations, which limit the amount of grain, which can be handled at each location.
There are also capacity constraints associated with usage of certain modes of transport,
particularly for rail shipments. Therefore, to insure that these capacities and others
relating to the origins and destinations are not exceeded, the following constraints are
included in the optimization model.
Supply Balance Equation

(A.2)

n

3

∑∑ X

ijk

∀ i

≤ Si

j=1 k=1

Where Xijk represents the grain flow from township i to intermediate destination j and Si
is the available grain supply produced in township i. Thus, the supply balance equation
prevents the total amount of shipments from any township from exceeding the available
supply produced within that township.
Node Balance Equation

(A.2)

n

m

∑∑

3

n

∑ Xijk =∑

i=1 j=( l+1) k=1

m

3

∑ ∑Y

i=1 j=( l+1) k=1

ijk

∀ j

Here Xijk is the grain flow volume from the ith supply origin into the jth intermediate
destination (river ports and elevators) on mode k and Yijk is the grain flow volume
between the jth intermediate destination and the jth final destination.6 Therefore, the
total volume of grain flowing into intermediate locations must equal the amount flowing
out of each location. This constraint abstracts from reality somewhat by preventing any
grain storage. However, the analysis utilizes known grain production and consumption
volumes for the year and the vast majority of grain produced in a given year is marketed
before the next harvest period (Newkirk, Eriksen, and Casavant).
Destination Balance Equation

This constraint verifies that the sum of all shipments (Xijk + Yijk) to the jth final destination
is greater than or equal to the grain demanded at each final destination (Dj).

6

Notice that j is divided into two subsets representing intermediate (j=l+1,...M) and final (j=1,....,l)
destinations.
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Elevator Capacity Equation

(A.4)

n

m

3

∑ ∑ ∑X
i=1 j=( l+1) k=1

ijk

≤ Ej

∀

j = 1,……,l

This constraint assures that elevator capacity is not exceeded at any individual elevator.
Here Xijk is the grain volume into the jth elevator (intermediate destination) and Ej is the
grain capacity at elevator j. Therefore, the sum of all shipments into a given elevator
cannot exceed the capacity of the elevator.
Truck Transportation Costs

Truck transportation cost coefficients were calculated separately for wheat and barley
based upon data from the 1994 Eastern Washington Grain Elevator Survey (Newkirk,
Eriksen, Casavant, 1995). The parameters for Equation (A.5) were estimated using
Ordinary Least Squares with an R2 of .82 and .79 for the wheat and barley equations,
respectively.
 1
 1
(A.5) Y = β0 + β1   + β2  2  + ε
 d
d 
Where:
d

=

Distance (miles)

The resulting parameter estimates for wheat and barley truck costs per bushel mile are
provided in Equations (A.6) and (A.7). Both equations have the same form where cost
per bushel mile decreases initially, but then reaches a minimum and increases with
subsequent increases in distance, as illustrated in Figure A.1. This reflects the fixed
costs associated with owning a truck and how that amount decreases per bushel mile
as it is spread across additional miles. But as distance increases, truck operating
expenses increase, causing truck transportation costs to increase likewise.
(A.6) Wheat Costs Per Bushel Mile = .036018 + (.001911 * miles) + (.151866/miles)
(A.7) Barley Costs Per Bushel
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Figure A.1: Truck Transportation Cost Per Bushel Mile for Wheat
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Truck Size and Capacity Assumptions
Certain assumptions were required concerning truck configurations and capacities for
different types of grain shipments. These assumptions are summarized in Table (A.1). The
selection of truck type was based on phone interviews with river port grain terminals and
elevators and reflects the most common truck configuration for each grain shipment type.
Once the truck types were selected, the weight and capacity information were obtained from
a recent study by Tolliver (1995). The conversion of bushels to pounds assumed that one
bushel of wheat was equal to 60 pounds and one bushel of barley was equal to 48 pounds.

Table A.1--Truck Configuration, Capacity and Empty Weight, by Grain Shipment
Type
Shipment Type
Truck Type
Capacity (tons) Empty Weight (tons)

Farm to Elevator
Single Unit 3 Axle
14.1
8.4
Farm to River Port
Combination 5 Axle
26.15
13.85
Farm to Feedlot
Combination 5 Axle
26.15
13.85
Elevator to Elevator
Combination 5 Axle
26.15
13.85
Elevator to River Port Combination 5 Axle
26.15
13.85
Elevator to Feedlot
Combination 5 Axle
26.15
13.85
Source: Tolliver (1997) and survey of eastern Washington elevators and river ports.
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Route Generation

The schematic of combining the GIS with the minimum cost transportation model is
presented in Figure A.2. Arc Info is first used to generate a collection of minimum
distance routes for different node pair combinations. There are six different node type
classifications in the model, serving as origin points, intermediate destinations, and final
destinations, as described in Table A.2. For each origin-destination node pairing, the
minimum distance route from each origin to a specified number of the closest
destinations was calculated. The number of routes developed for each origindestination node pairing varies, as illustrated in Table A.3. Multiple shipment
alternatives are incorporated into the optimization model at each point in the
transportation process to provide maximum flexibility. Hence, should an optimization
run examining an alternative policy (as is done in this study) preclude use of one of the
routes, the model still has several routing alternatives from which to choose. The
choice of shipping options for each origin-destination pair was based on a sequential
sensitivity analysis of model flexibility under alternative assumptions. Grain shippers
from township centers may choose between: (1) the seven closest elevators without
rail, (2) the six closest elevators with rail, (3) the 10 closest river ports, or (4) for barley
shipments the 12 closest feedlots. Grain shippers from elevators without rail may
choose between: (1) the six closest elevators with rail, (2) the 10 closest river ports, or
(3) for barley shipments the 12 closest feedlots. Grain shipments leaving elevators with
rail loading capacity may choose between: (1) the 10 closest river ports or (2) for barley
shipments the 12 closest feedlots. A graphical depiction of the transportation shipping
options is provided in Figure A.3.
Figure A.2: Optimization Methodology Using GIS
and External Optimization Program, GAMS
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Determine potential
least cost routes from
production areas to
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Table A.2--Node Type Descriptions
Node Type
Geographic Description

2
3
4
5
6
8

On-farm grain storage location
Elevator without rail loading facilities
Elevator with rail loading facilities
River Port
Feedlot
Township Center

Origin/Destination Type

Origin Point
Intermediate Destination
Intermediate Destination
Intermediate Destination
Final Destination
Origin Point

Table A.3--Number of Closest Node Pairs Selected for Each O-D Type
Origin-Destination Node Pairs
Number of Closest Node Pairs Selected

83
84
34
85
35
45
86
36
46

7
6
10
12
Figure A.3: Transportation Shipping Options
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Ocean Port
(Portland)

Once the set of minimum distance routes are compiled in Arc Info, and associated cost
components incorporated in Quattro Pro, the GAMS optimization software is used to
determine the least cost set of shipping routes.
After the optimal shipping routes have been determined for grain transport from
production locations to final destinations, truck shipments are assigned to individual
highways for each segment throughout the transport chain. Traffic volumes are then
summed for each individual highway arc, since truck shipments starting at different
origin points and traveling to different destinations may at times utilize common roads
and highways. The truck traffic volumes on roads and highways can then be displayed
geographically using either Arc Info or Arcview. Identification of highway segments with
heavy concentrations of truck traffic are then easily identified in addition to illustrating
changes in highway truck traffic flows from different policy scenarios.
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Appendix B
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Pavement Damage Models

Pavement damage functions are customarily used to translate 18,000-pound Equivalent
Single Axle Loads (ESALs) into predicting pavement deterioration and diminished
highway serviceability. While different models have unique specifications, which
measure pavement deterioration in different ways, the general relationship between
pavement serviceability and additional axle passes over time, as depicted in Figure B.1,
is expressed in Equation (B.1). When N equals zero (which would be the case of a
newly constructed pavement), the amount of pavement deterioration (g) equals zero.
N
(B.1) g =  
τ

β

Where:
g
N

=
=

τ
β

=
=

an index of deterioration (ranging between 0.0 and 1.0)
the number of passes of an axle group of specified weight and
configuration (e.g. the 18,000-pound single axle)
the number of axle passes at which the section reaches failure
rate of deterioration

However, as N approaches the number of axle passes where the highway section
reaches failure ( τ ) , g equals 1.0 and highway damage is at a maximum (Tolliver, 1994).
There are a variety of damage models available for both flexible and rigid pavements,
including the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO)7 model, the
Highway Performance Monitoring System (PMS) model, the Rauhut model, and the
revised Federal Highway Authority model, among others (Tolliver, 1994). However, the
highway impact coefficients utilized in this investigation, and those reviewed from other
Washington highway impact studies, are generated from the Washington Department of
Transportation’s (WSDOT) Pavement Management System (PMS) highway impact
model. Since the focus of this study centers on Washington roads and highways,
utilizing a model, which has been specifically tailored to the environmental and traffic
conditions of the state, seems appropriate. The following discussion provides a brief
description of the WSDOT’s highway impact model including the functions and
equations used to compute highway impacts, drawing heavily from Tolliver’s work in
1995.

7

The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the American
Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) is the same organization.
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Washington State Department of Transportation PMS Model

The WSDOT procedure for calculating highway impacts centers on the Present
Serviceability Rating and simulating the expected decline in PSR of a given highway
section given certain traffic and environmental conditions.8 While there may be certain
interactive effects of environment (rain, freeze/thaw cycles) and traffic, the two effects
are treated separately when estimating their respective impacts on highways. The
decline in PSR from environment and natural decay are calculated from Equations (B.2)
and (B.3).

P 
−Log  T 
 Pl 
(B.2) δ =
L
Where:

δ
PT
PI
L

=
=
=
=

(B.3) PE = Pl ⋅ e(

Decay rate due to environmental losses
Terminal PSR
Initial PSR
Maximum feasible life of pavement
− tδ )

Where:
PE
t

=
=

PSR lost to environmental forces
Typical pavement performance period (e.g. 10 or 15 years)

After the decline in PSR attributed to environment is calculated, the remaining impact on
PSR and pavement longevity is a function of truck traffic, measured in ESALs. The
different truck sizes and axle configurations are converted to equivalent n ESALs
representing the 18,000-pound load for both flexible and rigid pavement types. Hence,
the rate of pavement deterioration for the reference axle (an 18,000-pound single axle)
on flexible pavement is computed in Equation (B.4) and Equation (B.5) expresses the
rate of pavement deterioration for all other axle configurations.
(B.4) βl8F = .04 +

1094

( SN + 1)

5.19

Where:

βl8F =
SN =

Rate of deterioration for an 18,000-pound single axle
Structural number of the pavement section

8

The following highway impact equations originate from AASHTO but were modified by WSDOT to
represent Washington conditions.
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(B.5) βF = .04 +

0.081(L1 + L 2 )

( SN + 1)

5.19

3.23

L3.23
2

Where:
βF
L1
L2

=
=
=

Rate of deterioration for a given axle
Axle load in 1,000 pounds
Axle type (for single axle L2=1; for tandem axle L2=2)

From Equations (B.4) and (B.5), the ESAL equivalency factors can be derived for the
following relationships:
For Single Axles:
G
 L +1 G
(B.6) Log10 (ESAL ) = 4.79 ⋅ Log10  1
+
−

 18 + 1 β18F βF

For Tandem Axles:
G
G
 L +1
(B.7) Log10 (ESAL ) = 4.79 ⋅ Log10  1
− 4.33 ⋅ Log10 ( 2 ) +
−

β18F βF
 18 + 1

Where:
 P −P 
(B.8) G = Log10  1 T 
 P1 − 1.5 

G represents the ratio of decline in serviceability. Then inserting Log10 (ESAL) from
Equations (B.6) or (B.7) into Equation (B.9) produces the actual ESAL factor, n, for a
given truck load on a flexible pavement section.
Log10 (ESAL )

(B.9) n = 10

Equations (B.4) through (B.9) translate truckloads into ESAL load factors for flexible
pavements. A similar progression follows (Equations (B.10) through (B.15)) for rigid
pavements. The first procedure is to calculate the rate of pavement deterioration for the
18,000-pound single axle truckload (Equation (B.10)) and the same rate for all other
axle configurations (Equation (B.11)).
(B.10) β18F = 1 +

3.63 ⋅ (19 )

( d + 1)

5.2

8.46
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(B.11) βR = 1 +

3.63 ⋅ (L1 + L 2 )

( d + 1)

8.46

5.2

L3.52
2

Where:
= Rigid pavement (concrete) thickness

d

Deriving the ESAL equivalency factors from Equations (B.10) and (B.11) can be
computed as:
For Single Axles:
G
 L +1 G
+
−
(B.12) Log10 (ESAL ) = 4.62 ⋅ Log10  1

 18 + 1 β18F βF

For Tandem Axles:
G
G
 L +1
− 3.28 ⋅ Log10 ( 2 ) +
−
(B.13) Log10 (ESAL ) = 4.62 ⋅ Log10  1

β18F βF
 18 + 1

Where:
 P −P 
(B.14) G = Log10  1 T 
 P1 − 1.5 

Inserting the outcome of Equations (B.12) and (B.13) into the following relationship
yields the actual ESAL factor for a given truck load on a rigid pavement section.
Log10 (ESAL )

(B.15) n = 10

The equations and procedure for calculating the ESAL life of a highway segment are
provided in Table B.1 for both rigid and flexible highways. This sequence of
computations yields the number of Equivalent Single Axle Loads a particular section of
highway can support before reaching the terminal PSR (condition at which the highway
section must be repaired). While it is possible for a given highway segment to drop to a
PSR of 1.0, most states consider 1.5 the lowest PSR for safe and economical travel
(Tolliver, 1994). Most states, including Washington, seek to repave Interstate and State
highways when the PSR reaches 2.5, subject to available funding.
The cost of an additional ESAL on a given highway section is calculated by first
determining the expected decline in PSR from the original (designed) or baseline traffic
flows and then the decline in PSR with the additional truck traffic (ESALs). The
additional impact on the highway segment from increased truck traffic causes the PSR
to decrease at a faster rate than before and reduce the projected life of the highway
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section, as graphically depicted in Figure B.1. However, if the highway is reinforced to
support the additional traffic, the original life expectancy of the highway may be
restored. The cost of an additional ESAL, therefore, is the incremental roadway total
thickness (flexible or rigid) necessary to support the additional traffic, multiplied by the
resurfacing or reconstruction cost (depending on how low the PSR is allowed to
decline). This represents the vertical distance between the two curves in Figure B.1. In
addition, the WSDOT highway impact model calculates the amount of fuel taxes and
registration fees generated by the truck traffic and removes these from the cost impact,
yielding a net pavement cost. Thus, the cost coefficients per ton-mile impact generated
from the WSDOT’s highway impact model actually represents financial highway needs
beyond those covered through traditional highway funding sources and does not (or
conservatively) represent the total, actual financial outlay for traffic impacts. This
particular model has played a sizeable role in several previous (and ongoing) studies,
which have focused on estimating highway impacts, especially for the state of
Washington, and figures prominently in this study.
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Table B.1--Procedures and Equations for Computing Rigid and Flexible ESAL Life Cycles
Description
Rigid Pavements
Flexible Pavements
Adjusted structural number.
Not needed
6
SNA = SN +
SN
The life cycle of the pavement over the entire range of
XA = 7.35 ⋅ Log10 ( d + 1) − 0.06
XA = 9.36 ⋅ Log10 ( SNA ) − 0.2
PSR decline.
5.19
The rate of pavement decay.
16240000
 1094 
XB = 1 +
8.46
XB = 0.4 + 

( d + 1)
 SNA 
The maximum life of the pavement assuming an expected
(P + P )
(P + P )
XG = Log10 + 1 T
XG = Log10 + 1 T
max. PSR decline of 3.5.
3.5
3.5
The logarithm of the expected ESAL life cycle.
XG
XG
LGE = XA +
LGE = XA +
XB
XB
LGE
The pavement life cycle in ESALs.
ESALlifecycle = 10
ESALlifecycle = 10LGE
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Figure B.1: Pavement Rehabilitation Cycles
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